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Summary

To save design time of analogue CMOS circuits an automatic design system is used at the IC-Iab
of Philips Consumer Electronics, where the work discussed in this master thesis was conducted.
This design system is based upon expert knowledge that is implemented in separate blocks. The
knowledge block described in this report concerns a comparator circuit, especially suited for
use in flash and two-step-flash analogue-to-digital converters. An investigation is done on the
several types of AD-converters in which the comparator can be used.

To ensure that the comparator circuit designed with the automatic design generator can be
produced with a high fabrication yield, the process variations should be modelled carefully. The
several ways to deal with these variations are discussed and a suitable method for this knowledge
block is chosen.

Another important aspect of the comparator circuit is its clockfeedthrough behaviour. To
be able to calculate the performance of the circuit with enough accuracy, a model for the clock
feedthrough is chosen. A model describing the variations in the clockfeedthrough because of the
variations in processing parameters is also given.

The two topologies (fine and coarse) that can be chosen for the comparator circuit are de
scribed, along with the functional behaviour of the comparator. The circuit is divided into
subblocks, which are also described. The specifications on which the comparator and its sub
blocks can be designed are given and described.

The performance calculation of the comparator is partly done with the help of a macromodel.
This macromodel is described, together with the actual formulas to calculate the performance.
The calculations concerning the subblocks are also given. These calculations are partly derived
from transistor models, but a lot of simplifications are based upon expert knowledge.

Algorithms of automatic design generators of complex circuits with many design specifica
tions tend to be very difficult to implement, slow and possibly unstable. A general model of
a design system is proposed that makes sure that it does not depend on derivatives, that the
performance calculations and the design strategy can be easily adapted or replaced and that it
describes the design knowledge in the wayan expert designer would describe it: a set of IF ...
THEN ... rules. This general model postulates that the design problem can be seen as a control
problem, with the performance calculations (the analysis block) as the process to be controlled
and the set ofrules as the controller. To meet the stability, adaptability and speed requirements,
a fuzzy-logic based system is used as the controller.

The implementation of the fuzzy-logic in the several knowledge blocks is described, with
the rules that are used and the shapes of the sensor regions with which the fuzzification is
done. The comparator is a highly complex circuit so the generator needs a good initial guess
and backtracking to make it fast enough. To implement this the initialisation and backtracking
requirements are investigated using a structered method.

To verify the generator extensive tests should be done and the results should be checked
against simulations. This appeared to be to difficult to do at the moment, because it is not
clear how the major performance specifications of the comparator can be measured fast enough
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in the simulations, and how the device mismatch should be included in the hierarchical struc
ture. Verification tests are done on the smaller switch subblock. These show that this subblock
functions well enough.

From this report it is concluded that the clockfeedthrough calculation model gives results
close enough to simulations, that working with process variations in the way it is dene in this
report is possible, but requires a lot of extra programming code and that the design problem
can easily be tackled as a control problem using fuzzy-logic.
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1 Introduction

In contemporary consumer electronics one may observe that the electronic functions are most
-often integrated on one or several IC's. Those Ie's contain large digital circuits and sometimes
also analogue circuits. The latter tend to occupy only a small part of the area of the IC. But
designing digital circuits is highly automated, compared to the design oi analogue circuits that
requires a lot of expert knowledge and experience and also needs a rather large amount of human
intervention.

The situation as described clearly indicates the need for design automation based upon expert
knowledge and experience in the analogue design flow. Projects to do so have been started both
in commercial and academic circles and also government sponsored joint European research
projects cover this field.

Within Philips the design automation system Midas is used, which is characterised by its
capability to deal with hierarchical circuits, selection of topologies, translation of specifications
to the subblocks and reselection and backtracking to improve the performance of the designed
circuit based upon results from previous decisions. Midas is designed to work with specification
ranges, not only nominal values and a guess of the sensitivity, so it's especially fitted to be used
in consumer electronic IC's, that require a high fabrication yield. It also provides an easy to
handle interactive user-interface and speeds up design time even more by covering the complete
design flow from input of the required specifications to a completely verified lay-out. Another
possible application of such a design system is the use in feasibility studies; this could be done in
the case that only a few existing subblocks have to be connected and one wants to check in what
cases a certain circuit can still be designed reasonably well. The merits of the Midas system
are proven by the fact that the Midas team at Philips's IC-Iab provides a continuing stream of
design services to, mostly internal, customers, using this system.

Currently implemented are several Digital-to-Analogue converters, a sigma-delta Analogue
to-Digital converter and several OpAmps/Ota's. Used subblocks include all kinds of biasing
circuits, differential pairs, a comparator and digital blocks that are used in an analogue way, e.g.
an inverter and a latch. Within this existing knowledge-base the subject of clockfeedthrough and
device mismatch, which can degrade the operation of some high-performance circuits radically,
are not completely covered. This is partially because also in the normal design-by-hand these
effects aren't fully modelled.

A circuit in which both these effects playa main role is the comparator circuit that is used
in a two-step-flash Analogue-to-Digital converter, that is currently used for reading the signal
from DCC tapes. New fabrication processes may make it possible that this IC is redesigned to
make the circuits smaller and more circuits will fit on one lei this will generally make the DCC
equipment cheaper. Because of this and because design-by-hand proved to be very difficult, it
is decided that the design time and effort should be minimised by automating the circuit and
lay-out synthesis of this Analogue-to-Digital converter; or at least this comparator, because this
appeared to be the most difficult part. Another reason for this decision lies in the fact that
opportunities are seen to use the A-D converter in other digital or digitised applications.

This master thesis of a project done within the IC-lab of Philips Consumer Electronics
describes the development and implementation of the automatic circuit synthesis of the com
parator. It includes modelling of the two described effects, clockfeedthrough and mismatch, with
enough accuracy that was needed or could be achieved.

The task of the project was to implement the comparator in Midas. The circuit chosen for
the comparator is the one also used in a previous project where it was designed 'by hand'. The
implementation in Midas had to calculate the sizes of the components. Implementing the lay-out
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generators was not part of the current project.
As a first step knowledge about the comparator circuit was collected. This has been achieved

by talking to the experts who had first designed it and by doing circuit simulations using PStar.
The knowledge included both the functioning of the comparator and its use in a two-step-flash
ADC, which is again used in DCC players.

Based upon this knowledge decisions could be made about how the actual implementation
had to be done. Before models could be designed for calculating the circuits performance,
specifications had to be defined that could satisfactory describe the performance of the circuit
in its intended use.

Looking at the comparator circuit one sees that several parts are used more than once (the
switches e.g.), are conceptually seperate blocks (the latch) or could better be implemented seper
ately (the inverter-amplifiers). These blocks are depicted as subblocks, with seperate knowledge
base structures. For the switches e.g. a seperate topology selection mechanism is made that
enables the comparator to use the best switch configurations based upon its needs. The inverter
amplifier is implemented as a subblock because that made it easier to work on the comparator
level with an amplification parameter and an RC time, instead of the actual transistor charac
teristics.

The implementation of the subblocks is done by defining the specifications of those subblocks,
performing simulations of the subcircuits and building analytical models, which are checked
against the simulation results. For the inverter the model follows from the transistor models,
for the latch specifications are such that an simple model was possible, but the switch needed
special consideration. The ON-resistance of the switch was calculated based upon investigations
done for a previously implemented knowledge block. This model has been checked against the
simulations and is used. For the clockfeedthrough several models that approximate the voltage
change at the switch terminals have been investigated. One of those models appeared to meet
the accuracy requirements and was simple enough to use.

The performance calculation of the comparator has been designed using the results of the
subblocks. It is implemented with the definition of a macromodel, of which the parameters are
also given as outputs of the calculations, so the user can in the case of problems see where those
problems originate from.

All performance calculations have been designed in such a way that not the nominal values
are calculated, but the ranges they can achieve. To implement this a way of dealing with
fabrication process and external variations has been decided upon.

These performance calculations deal with finding the performance when the sizes are known.
Automatic circuit design is the inverse process: finding the component sizes when desired spec
ifications are given. Usually for each block or subblock a dedicated algorithm is made that
calculates the sizes from the specifications directly or in deveral loops. Here it is postulated
that automatically designing a circuit can be seen as a process-control system. The performance
calculations are the process and the expert design knowledge is the controller.

To implement the expert design knowledge as a controller, a system based upon fuzzy-logic
is designed. In this system the knowledge can be entered in rules which are easy to formulate.
The implementation of all circuit design generators has been completed and tests are done as
far as is currently possible.

This report first discusses the two effects, clockfeedthrough and parameter variations, and
their models. Secondly the comparator circuit itself is discussed, including its operation and
application. After formulating all formulas needed for calculating the performance of this com
parator the focus moves towards implementing the design process. First the general principle
used her~ is described and discussed, followed by the implementation of this design in the com-
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parator and its subblocks. Lastly the implemented knowledge base is tested against an analogue
circuit simulator.
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2 A discussion of parameter variations due to Ie processing

2.1 Why should one calculate the influence of process variations?

When a chip is actually fabricated, the resulting component values are never precisely the ones
they were meant to be when the IC was designed. The reasons for this are numerous, e.g.
the fact that processes can be changed for yield optimisation, the fact that processing steps
do not always have the same effect on every position of the silicon wafer, the fact that process
parameters are never for 100% under control, and the fact that straight lines in the lay-out will
not be that straight on the Ie itself.

If during designing and simulating the circuit one takes only into account the average values
of all process parameters, one will have a lot of IC's rejected after testing. If the IC is designed as
a high performance circuit that will only be made in small numbers and the price is no problem,
this is Ok. But if the chips are designed for the consumer electronics mass-market, where the
numbers are that high that design costs are neglectable, one should aim for high production
yields and thereby lower fabrication costs.

Over-designing a circuit such that it will well be within specifications is not a solution because
this normally means the circuit will be bigger, more IC's will be needed in the equipment and
this will make it more expensive after all. The ways one can deal with the several types of process
variations are investigated below. These methods can both be used in circuit simulations or in
performance calculations when implementing an automatic circuit design generator.

2.2 Process variations between different wafers

When one compares two wafers made with the same masks, they won't be equal because they
may have been processed with different doping concentrations, the intensity of the beams used
might not have been the same or maybe the masks were not aligned the same way. The influence
of this on the circuit behaviour can be dealt with in several different ways.

The 'parameters' mentioned in the following descriptions can be the physical parameters like
the oxide thickness, which are uncorrelated, or they can be the parameters like they result from
the mosmodels, like the oxide capacitance and the threshold voltages. The latter are correlated
and using these tends to result in overdesigns, but these parameters are often the only ones
available because the physical parameters aren't the ones that are measured during process
characterisation. An advantage of using the physical parameters is that in typical circuits there
are more electrical parameters (f3 and VT of each transistor) than physical parameters. Using
the physical parameters is often only possible in circuit simulations, not in hand-calculations,
because the formulas can get quite complicated.

All methods described below can also be used in an hierarchical environment, where the
parameters that are varied aren't physical or model parameters, but the performance of the
subblocks. Of course a lot of correlation is lost on the higher level and this means that overdesigns
will be unavoidable.

• One can analyse the behaviour of the circuit with the parameters at their average values.
Apart from that one has to find the sensitivity of the circuit behaviour to all the possible
variations. Often the variations in the parameters are modelled having a normal distribu
tion. If for all these parameters their standard deviation is known and one assumes that
the influence of the parameters on the circuit performance is linear, one can calculate the
standard deviation of the circuit performance.

Pro:
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- Only one calculation per output (to find all parameter-sensitivities) is needed, plus
one calculation in the nominal situation.

. Coil:

- Because some parameter variations aren't small, the assumption oi their linear influ
ence tends to be incorrect. This means that the spread in the circuit performance
isn't a normal distribution, so interpretations of the circuit performance's standard
deviation in terms of production yield can be completely wrong.

• If one doesn't want to assume that the dependence of the circuit behaviour on the pa
rameter variations is linear, one can find the distribution of the resulting performance by
using the Monte-Carlo method.

Pro's:

- The number of simulations needed can be set independently from the number of
parameters. It is just controlled by the required exactness of the result.

- There is a clear insight in the distribution of the circuit performance after fabrication,
because the Monte-Carlo method is in fact a simulation of the fabrication process
itself.

Con's:

- Often a large number of trials is needed to get a reasonable precision.

- If the influence of the parameters on the circuit perform.ance is linear, the found
performance distribution isn't a normal distribution. This means that in such cases
the standard deviation of the performance isn't a good measure of the yield and that
using the standard deviation of the circuit as a parameter with a normal distribution
on a higher level in the hierarchy gives wrong results.

• Though the variation in the parameters is often modelled as a normal distribution, the
real spread at more than three times the standard deviation from its average value is much
lower than the normal distribution model shows. An interconnect capacitance e.g. cannot
be negative, while using the normal distribution model there's always a chance that it is.
If one really measures the parameters in a lot of samples, one see that the spread does
have certain limits. If a circuit is designed with the parameters set to each combination of
two limits, all produced IC's will function correctly (unless the fabrication process fails).

Pro:

- There's a very clear insight in the circuit performance and the fabrication yield to be
expected.

- It is well suited in hierarchical situations, because the performance limits that are
calculated can be used as parameter extremes on the higher level. In the previous
methods the normal distribution could get distorted by non-linearity of the depen
dencies.

Con's:
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- The number of calculations needed is the number of combinations of parameter ex
tremes and this rises exponentially with the number of parameters.

- The dependency of the performance on the parameters isn't always monotonous, so
it's not always the case that the limits of the circuit performance are reached when
the parameters are at their limits. If e.g. a transmission gate (NMOS and PMOS
in parallel) is made, the highest resistance is achieved at the terminal voltage where
one of the transistors just closes, not at the limits of the voltage range applied to the
transmission gate.

• The method currently used within Philips and very much suited for the Midas concept is a
variation on the above method. To save design time one makes two groups of parameters,
a worst case set and a best case set. Each parameter has one of its limits in one group
and one in the other. Which limit goes into which group is controlled by the performance
that is of interest and the correlations between the parameters.

Pro's:

- Only two calculations or simulator runs are necessary.

- There is still a clear insight in the circuit performance like with the previous method.

Con's:

- Non-monotony can cause difficulties, like with the previous method.

- For every aspect of the performance two new sets have to be constructed.

By default the two sets are a slow case set, containing the parameter values that will result
in low current· situations (in digital circuits this means high switching delays) and a fast
case set for the high current parameter values. In theory one has to rebuild those sets for
each type of circuit, but in practice the slow and fast case sets do very well.

A situation where this method can yield the wrong result is the risetime calculation of
an inverter. The slow case set contains both high limits of the threshold voltages of a
NMOS and a PMOS, but an even slower risetime of the inverter is found when the NMOS
has a low and the PMOS a high threshold voltage. The threshold voltages are sometimes
correlated in this way.

In Midas this last method is followed, where each calculation has to be performed twice
and two parameter sets are constructed to yield the lower value and the upper value of the
calculated range. The parameter sets are constructed from environmental parameter ranges
(supply voltage, temperature), achieved ranges (from other calculations of the results from
subcircuits) and the process parameters. From the first two types of parameters one can choose
independently from the others which limit goes into which set, but the process parameters have
three fixed sets (slow, nominal and fast) per transistor. The transistors that have the same
channel-type have to be considered fully correlated.

An disadvantage ofthis Midas-method is that between calculations and on different hierarchi
cal levels the correlations are lost. The advantage is that if the calculated achieved specifications
are within their required specifications, it can almost be guaranteed that the fabricated IC's will
also function correctly, providing the process stays within its limits. This advantage is in a
mass-production environment more important than the risk of over-designs.
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2.3 Process variations within one wafer or chip

2.3.1 Variations with long correlation distance

Anothe~-type of proces~ and E!llvironmental variations are those that can result in parameter
differences within one circuit, IC or wafer, but have a rather long correlation distance. These
are normally called gradient variations. An example is that the oxide tends to be thicker on the
edges of a wafer. The reason for this is the centrifugal force during the rotation of the wafer.
See figure 1. Also doping concentrations suffer from gradient variations.

L=~~~~~_=? Oxide
L ~ Wafer

Figure 1: Possible gradient in the oxide thickness.

Because the variations can be dealt with by placing the devices that have to match properly
close to each other, these variations are of concern to the lay-out generation in Midas. This is
not covered in this report. Here it is assumed that all devices that have to be matched will be
placed close to each other, within the correlation distance. The only concern here is that those
devices have to be small enough for this to be possible, so in the circuit generation modules
described in this report there will always be the tendency to lower the area specification, not
only for economical reasons.

2.3.2 Variations with negleetable correlation distance

When one looks at an IC through a microscope, one will see that the edges of the wires and
transistors are not very smooth. This means that e.g. the L of a transistor can be different at
different positions in the transistor. The overall L is the average of these values and should be
equal to the desired L. But if a device is small, the overall L can differ from the target value.
To solve this, one normally makes the devices bigger, so the unsmoothness of the edges averages
out. See figure 2.

___ Designed lay-out

""'V'" Real edges

drain

gate

source

Figure 2: Unsmoothness of the edges.

If e.g. the threshold voltage of a transistor VT has a spread O'(VT), then the average VT of
two such transistors has a spread:

(
TI: ) _ (VTl +VTa) __

0' YT,ctl - 0' 2

7

O'(VT)
= ../2 (1)



Because making one transistor twice as big is the same as averaging two transistors, the VT
spread of the bigger transistor is also divided by ..;2. If one defines a process parameter kvx
from statistical measurements on a reference transistor:

kvx = O'(VT)' .jWreJLref

then one can find the VT spread of each transistor from:

(2)

kYo
O'(VT) = "';L (3)

The factor kvx is a process parameter and is available in the set of process parameters for the
processes used within Philips. Similar process parameters, describing the stochastic variables
W, L, mobility J.L and oxide capacitance per unit area Ca~, should also be available. But because
in most cases one is interested in current mismatch, and the statistical measurements are done
on the current mismatch, not these parameters but the general parameter kp is included in the
process parameter set.

0'({3) =
{3

(4)

The process parameters kw and kL, that are needed in this generator, are unavailable and
will be assumed to be zero.

The short distance mismatch modelling is in conformity with the model presented in [1].
Using this model in a circuit is done by linearising the influence of the parameter (e.g. VT)

on the circuit performance. If this performance is e.g. called 'offset' and two transistors have
an influence on the 'offset' then the 0'(off set) is:

O'(offset) = (
80ffset. (V- ))2 (80ffset. (V- ))2

8VTl a T1 + 8VT2 0' T2 (5)

The spread in the interconnect capacitances (i.e. the capacitors used in analogue circuits) is
treated similarly. A spread parameter kc is defined:

a(ilC) kc
C = VA (6)

where A is the area of the capacitor. Because both kc and A aren't easily available at the
circuit generator level, a new spread parameter kcis defined:

O'(ilC) kc
C =..;c (7)

The parameter that is used to describe the process within Philips is the standard deviation
of the ratio R = g;., where C1 and C2 are two capacitors that are designed at the same value
Cnam. To translate this parameter to kG, it is assumed that the deviations are small enough to
make a first order approximation possible.

R =

8

(8)

(9)
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(10)

(11)



3 A model for clockfeedthrough calculations

3.1 Cause and consequences of the clockfeedthrough

Clockfeedthrough (eft) is the effect that after a switch opens (goes OFF) the charge that was
present in the channel of the switch when it was closed, is pushed from the channel to the
terminals, where it changes the voltage at its terminals from the voltage when the switch was
closed. Capacitive coupling between the switch terminals and the clockline also contributes to
this effect. When the switch is used to sample a voltage on a capacitor, the remaining voltage
on the capacitor after sampling differs from the voltage of the source that had to be sampled.
In a high sensitive, low offset sampling comparator, as will be described in this report, this
effect would completely destruct its performance. That's why measures have been taken to
compensate the eft, e.g. by using a differential topology where both sides will have more or less
equal eft charge.

It's still important to model how much eft charge is injected from the switches, because based
upon that model, one can calculate the eft charge mismatch in the differential structure. The
average eft charge value is also important, because if it's put onto two mismatched capacitors,
the sampled voltage will again differ.

Two effects that contribute to eft are considered:

• The charge in the channel of a transistor that has to leave through one or both of its
terminals when the transistor is switched off. This amount depends on the driving voltage
~t and the gate area of the transistor.

• The charge injected through the overlap capacitance of the gate and the drain or source
terminal. This amount depends on the voltage swing (not the slope) and the width of the
transistor.

The amount of charge injected while ~t = 0 is not yet reached will divide itself over both
terminals, the overlap charge that is injected after the transistor is closed will not be able to
go to the other terminal. This division will depend upon the impedance connected to both
terminals, but also on the slope of the clocksignal:

• If the rise or fall time of the clock is fast, the charge won't be able to redistribute itself
before the switch is closed. This means that the total amount of eft charge will be divided
50%-50% over both terminals.

- (12)

• If the clock slope is slow, and one terminal has a capacitor and the other a resistor (or
directly a voltage source) connected to it, all charge put onto the capacitor will flow away
through the transistor and possibly the resistor when the transistor is still open. When the
transistor is closed, only the charge through the gate-drain (or -source) overlap capacitance
will be injected onto the capacitor and that amount will stay there.

qC = (vterminc&l + VT)' Col (13)

The clock slope is considered to be fast if the RC time of the capacitor, the resistor and the
resistance of the transistor is much higher than the rise or fall time of the clock. Unfortunately,
at least with values normally used in the circuits to be described, both times are more or less
equal.
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3.2 A model for the c1ockfeedthrough

3.2.1 General model

_. According to [2}, ifdVldf at the drain- and source-terminals is small compared to the dVldtat
the gate-terminal, the transistor that is being switched off can be replaced by a varying channel
resistance and a gate-oxide-capacitance that is split equally between the drain and the source.
The derivation of the split-gate model is shown in appendix A. This derivation is independent of
what is connected to the terminals of the switch. See also fig 3. When the capacitor connected to
the terminals is high compared to the gate capacitance and overlap capacitance of the transistor,
or when the switch has a compensated topology (e.g. a NMOS and a PMOS in parallel), this
assumption is certainly valid.

Using the same assumption when calculating the switch-off behaviour will result in a set of
differential equations that can easily be solved using numerical methods.

gate

I
---"l L

drain source

gate

I
C01+COX~ :=L<:'l+Cox/J

.=If JL-
or.

drain source
Rch(t)

C~

T
drain

gate

I

T
SOurce

during switch-ott atter cut-ott

Figure 3: Split-gate model used in clockfeedthrough calculations.

The switches are used in two different configurations (see figure 4). In the first configuration
the eft charge injected into the resistor will just flow to the ground terminal, so the resulting
error voltage, measured at t = 00, is zero.

gate
sourc~rain

U

--=:L
R Cd

~l
C~Cd

~vterminal

Figure 4: Two possible configurations of using a switch.

If a ramp voltage with slope U starting at a level VH and ending at VL is applied to the gate:

Vg = VH - U·t

then the slope of the drain voltage of the first configuration, when Rch < 00, is:

(14)

dVd Vd
dt = - Cd· (R. +Rch)

In the second configuration this is:

(15)
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dVd Vd !CO.2: + Col ·U + l'. (16)=dt Cd' Rch Cd Rch' Cd
dlI, V. ~CO.2: + Col ·U +

Vd (17)
dt C.' Rch C. Rch' C.

(18)

In these formulas the Rch(t) is given by (because Yd. ~ 0):

(19)

After the ~t has passed zero, only the remaining charge of the Col is added to the eft charge:

(20)

(21)

where V;t is the Vgt in ON position: VH - ¥terminal - VT.
These differential equations are best solved numerically. To do this the NAG-routine d02baf

(see appendix B) is called. The implemented routine that calculates the clockfeedthrough takes
care of different gate-voltages applied to the NMOS and PMOS in a compensated switch, caused
by different slopes and a delay between the startpoints of the clocksignals.

3.2.2 In the case of several switch topologies

In the case of the switch topologies with a single NMOS or PMOS transistor, the eft calculation
routine returns the a defined in the following equation:

(22)

This a is the charge-redistribution coefficient. From this the actual eft charge can be calcu
lated. In the case of the compensated switch topologies (NMOS and PMOS in parallel) an a
cannot be easily defined. In that case the routine returns the two eft-charge values.

The parameter sets to calculate the lowest and the highest eft charge in the single NMOS
switch are constructed as follows (see also table 1):

• Vdd: High Vdd for high eft, low Vdd for low eft.

• Temperature: high temperature for high eft, low temperature for low eft. A high temper
ature has a low VT, so more charge will be present on the gate capacitance.

• case NMOS: the slow case parameter set for high eft, fast case for low eft. Though the
VT is higher in slow case, the CO.2: is too, so in slow case more charge will be situated on
the gate. For small transistors however, the CO.2: tends to be smaller than in fast case and
than the fast case NMOS is selected for the high eft calculations.

• C. and Cd: the capacitances are low in the high eft case, because with low capacitance
values the worst case eft is of most interest.

12



• R II : the source resistance (if present) is assigned its high value in the high eft parameter
set, because in that case less charge will flow to the ground terminal.

• clock slope: the dQck is ch_Q~en t~be fast in the high cft calcula~ions, because less charge
will be able to redistribute itself to the ground terminal, if R. is present.

• vtermina/: the terminal voltage is chosen to be low for high eft, so the ltgt at the start of
the switch-off transient is higher.

I specification I low eft set I high eft set I
Vdd low high

Temperature low high
case NMOS fast slow (or fast)
G. and Cd high low

R. low high
clock slope low high

vtermina/ high low

Table 1: High eft and low eft sets in the case of a single NMOS switch topology.

In the case of the single PMOS, everything is the same, except that the vtermina/ is set to
its high value (again for high Iltgtl in the high eft calculations).

The switch topologies with a NMOS and a PMOS in parallel have the following high eft and
low eft sets (see also table 2):

• Vdd: High Vdd for high eft, low Vdd for low eft.

• Temperature: high temperature for high eft, low-temperature for low eft. A high temper
ature has a low VT, so more charge will be present on the gate capacitance.

• case NMOS and PMOS: the slow case parameter set for high eft, fast case for low eft. The
reason is the same as with the single NMOS, the exception for small transistors is also
made.

• C. and Cd: the capacitances are again lowin the high eft case.

• R.: the source resistance (if present) is again assigned its high value in the high eft
parameter set.

• clock slopes: the clocks are chosen to be fast in the high eft calculations.

• vtermina/: the terminal voltage is chosen to be low for high eft, if the Coz; of the NMOS
is higher than the Goz; of the PMOS. Otherwise it is chosen to be high. For low eft
calculations a value from somewhere in the range will be selected (if allowed). It is found
by:

(23)

This is the voltage at which the channel charge of the NMOS is exactly compensated by
the channel charge of the PMOS.
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• Clock delay: for the high eft calculations the delay with the highest absolute value is
chosen, to disturb the compensation maximally. For the low eft calculations a clock delay
of value zero is chosen, and if zero is not in the range, the range-limit with the lowest
absolute value.

I specification I low eft set high eft set

Vdd low high
Temperature low high
case NMOS fast slow (or fast)
case PMOS fast slow (or fast)
C, and Cd high low

Ril low high
clock slopes low high
clock delay o(or lowest abs.value) highest abs.value

Vferminal see formula 23 low (if Cox,N > Cox,p)
high (if Cox,N < Cox,p)

Table 2: High eft and low eft sets in the case of a transmission gate topology.

3.3 The influence of the process variations on the clockfeedthrough

3.3.1 General model

The spread in the total clockfeedthrough is caused by a spread in VT, Cox and Col of all used
transistors. The spread in VT is characterised by the value kVT' as explained before. The spread
in Cox and Col is among others caused by a spread in Wand L. The parameters for those spreads
aren't present, and neither are the parameters for the other causes (e.g. oxide thickness). They
are included in the model anyway, to smooth the way for future extensions. Generally the model
can be written as:

(24)

3.3.2 In the case of several switch topologies

The parameter sets chosen to calculate the high and the low eft spread values, are the same sets
as the sets used in the nominal eft calculations. This is because it is generally assumed that a
low eft will also have a low eft spread.

For each topology the spread in the total eft charge is calculated with a variation on formula
24. The eft spread of each terminal is than calculated using the a in the single transistor switches
and the fraction ~qqet in the compensated switches.

e/ttot
For a single NMOS it is assumed that with the very small variations encountered here, the

a remains constant. This means that the superthreshold charge (eft before ~t = 0) will divide
itself over the terminals in the same ratio as in the nominal case:
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For a compensated switch this is:

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

Because an a can not be calculated for the compensated switch, it is assumed that the total
eft will divide itself in the same ratio over both terminals as in the nominal case. This neglects
the fact that the subthreshold eft charge (after ~t = 0) can not flow to the other terminal:

cft$

qcft,tot

Cftd I
qcft,tot

(32)

(33)

3.4 Testing the clockfeedthrough model

To test if the model can be used, a few calculations are performed with both the written routine
and the Philips analogue circuit simulator PStar. To get the parameters Goz , ~t, etc. that
are needed as inputs of the written routine computer models equal to those used in PStar were
used. These computer models were only available with 'model 7', while PStar would produce
better results if its 'model 9' would be used. For better comparison, PStar is instructed to use
'model 7' as well. The parameters were:

The results of the single NMOS (left in figure 5) are shown in figure 6, the results of the
compensated switch (right in figure 5) in figure 7. It can be seen that though the results are not
exactly equal, the trend is followed correctly and the deviation is less than is seen with other
commonly used models. The general conclusion is that this model is very suitable for the eft
calculations to be performed in the automatic design generators described in this report.
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process ::::: C150DM (0.8 J.t m) Temp ::::: 25°C
VH ::::: 5V vterminal = lV, 2V or 3V
VL ::::: OV Slope = 2V/ns

WN ::::: 1 J.t m to 10 J.t m C1 ::::: Off
Wp ::::: 1 J.t m R1 = 50

L ::::: 0.8 J.t m C2 ::::: 500fF

Table 3: Parameters used in the eft-model test.
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----LOCk
liII/L

Cd

Or:

Rs Cd

Vtermlcal Vtermlcal

Figure 5: Circuits used to test the eft model.
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Figure 6: Results of the test of the eft model with a single NMOS switch.
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4 The analogue-to-digital converter

This chapter describes a two-step flash analogue-to-digital converter, in which the compara
tor is to be used. The converter is especially suited for use in high speed, high performance
applications.

First the contemporary use in reading the digital signal from DCC tapes is highlighted. From
this follow the performance demands for the ADC, with which an architecture can be chosen.
The family of two-step flash converters is shortly described. Finally the ADC in the chosen
architecture is looked at.

4.1 Use of the ADC

The type of ADC described in this chapter is now used in DCC players between the read amplifier
and the bit detection circuitry. It isn't used in converting the signal from analogue tapes; that
is done by another low speed, high resolution ADC.

On a digital tape there are eight data tracks, which contain the data in a checker board
pattern, and one information track. When those signals are read they're disturbed by all kinds
of effects and can't be used as signals in digital circuits. So, some circuitry has to do clock
recovery and bit detection and it's decided that this will be done digitally. This means that the
read signals have to be converted into a digital representation with a sufficient high resolution.
A resolution of eight bits is used here.

One ADC is used for all nine tracks, so in front of the ADC some multiplexing is done. The
multiplexer applies the data tracks once in each period and the information track twice. Each
data track has about 100kbit/s while the information track has less because it will have to be
read while winding fast forward. This means that the ADC receives about IMbit/s, which gives
rise to a maximum base-frequency of 500kHz. Assuming the bits are written in a rectangular
shape and transformed by the tape to a sinus-like signal, the higher harmonics have neglectable
amplitude. Possibly the third harmonic (three times the base-frequency) is still present, which
would help the bit detection. If all other harmonics are filtered out by the tape or by an anti-alias
filter, the maximum input frequency is 1.5MHz and the Nyquist sample frequency is 3MHz.

If this ADC would be used for analogue tapes (nowadays it isn't though) the oversampling
factor would be about 150, but the resolution of eight bits would be too low.

The digital signal represents the signal read from tape and includes quantisation noise and
other distortion. True eight bit performance (no distortion, only quantisation noise) means a
S(N+D)R of 50dB. If the distortion has the same level as the quantisation noise, one bit of
effective resolution is lost: S(N+D)R = 44dB, ENOB = 7 bits. If the harmonic distortion'is
20dB less than the quantisation noise, it contributes only IdB to the SeN+D)R. The lower limit
to the S(N+D)R will be set by what the bit detection and clock recovery unit can still process.

4.2 Specifications

As can be seen in the previous section, a high sample frequency (3MHz) is needed to convert a
high frequency input signal (1.5MHz) to eight bits resolution. Special care should be taken to
achieve high linearity.

The input signal range is 0 to 2V. This yields a LSB value of 7.8mV.
The harmonic distortion springs from deviations from the ideal characteristics if the distance

between transition points on the input axis is not exactly the ideal stepsize. This differential non
linearity (DNL) is never higher than twice the integral non-linearity (INL, the distance between
a real transition point and its ideal location on the input axis), so a maximum to both can be
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set by setting a maximum to the INL only. But if this is not of interest then only a maximum
to the DNL will be set, and the INL error can get 255 times as large. Above considerations
exclude an offset voltage of the ADC.

The quality of the conversion is often associated with the flatness of the DNL characteristic,
not by the value of the DNL itself. This means in fact that when adjacent stepsizes are equal,
though not equal to the ideal LSB, the transfer characteristic at that point is linear and if a
rather small signal is applied to that part of the characteristic, there will be no distorsion. This
difference between adjacent stepsizes is in fact the second derivative of the INL, which can be
called DDNL.

Which of those specifications will be used depends entirely on the application. Voltage
measuring equipment will e.g. use the INL, here the DDNL is used.

The ADC has to be such that it can be integrated in mixed analogue/digital ICs so it has
to be:

• immune to supply disturbances;

• use a standard CMOS process;

• be small ~nough to include other analogue and digital processing parts on-chip.

Including functions on one IC instead of separate ICs brings down production costs of consumer
products.

Standard processes have to be used, again to avoid the higher costs of e.g. laser trimming.
This means the design has to tolerate process variations, also to boast production yield (to lower
production costs). Bipolar processes aren't used because these ICs consume too much power,
BiMOS ICs have MOS transistors that are to big so integrating several functions on one IC will
be impossible.

The original ADC of this type was designed for a low voltage and a nominal voltage process
with the same lay-out, because the timing block automatically adjusts to the supply voltage. New
designs will be made for low-voltage processes. Very important is the low power consumption
(for portable applications).

dat
output

C
Ol-- ~I

M 1------.,.11
P comparator

outputs
reference
voltages
from taps

RI------.........,resistor
ladder

4.3 Family of two-step flash AD converters

Flash ADCs (see figure 8) are used for high speed applications, but they consume a lot of power
and silicon surface. At the cost of lower speed the number of comparators and resistors needed
can be greatly reduced by using multi-step architectures. We focus here on two-step systems.

input comparator
bank coder

Figure 8: Flash type AD converter.

Basic two-step architectures are shown in figures 9 to 14. The first one, figure 9, uses a flash
stage (coarse stage) to convert the MSBs and converts the MSBs back to their analogue repre
sentation, which is subtracted from the original input sample. The residue signal is converted
'to the LSB"s in another flash stage (fine stage), using a reference voltage on the resistor ladder
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Figure 9: Two-step flash with subtractor.

that is 16 times lower than in the coarse stage. If this ratio between the fine and coarse refer
ence voltage isn't exactly 16, or if the linearity of the coarse ladder, the DAC, the substractor
and the fine ladder aren't correct, performance of the system is greatly reduced. Normally the
ladders are laser trimmed to achieve the desired precision or extra (auto- )calibration circuitry
is included to adjust the gain-errors.

Ref+

R

Ref-

Figure 10: Two-step flash with subtractor and amplifier.

A variation of this concept is figure 10 in which the residue signal is amplified with a factor
16, so it can be converted in the fine stage using the same reference voltages. The problem of
the exact matching needs of the coarse and fine reference voltages is now disappeared, but a
new problem of exact amplification is now introduced.

Another possibility is depicted in figure 11 in which the input signal to the coarse and the
fine stage is the same. After conversion by the coarse stage some circuitry, possibly with two
DACs, makes the upper and lower reference voltages that will be applied to both terminals of the
fine resistor ladder. Here again the linearity and correct gain of both DACs is very important,
but problems with the subtractor are avoided.

Figure 12 shows something that looks like figure 11, but is more reasonable. The reference
voltages that are made by two DACs in figure 11 did already exist as taps in the coarse ladder,
so now these tap voltages are used. Now there are no problems with a subtractor and amplifier
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Figure 11: Subranging ADC using two DACs.
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Figure 12: Subranging ADC that taps the fine references from the coarse ladder.

and there are no UACs that have to convert the MSBs back very precisely to an analogue signal.
New problems are the fact that more switching is introduced at the coarse resistor ladder, so
the tap voltages may be disturbed.

The switching problem of figure 12 is no longer there if each of the 16 resistors of the coarse
ladder have a fine resistor ladder connected to it in parallel, as is shown in figure 13. This is called
a resistor matrix. An apparent disadvantage is the rise in use of silicon area; the advantages are
the same as in figure 12.

The possibility that uses the least area is figure 14, called a cyclic converter. Here the same
idea as figure 10 is used, but now the same flash circuitry is used for the coarse and the fine
stage. After the MSBs are found, the residue signal is made and this signal is amplified and
routed back as input signal to the same flash converter. This time this converter converts the
LSBs. A digital buffer constructs the output word.

Most architectures can be changed or timed to use a pipelining system in which the fine
stage converts the LSBs at the same moment the coarse stage converts the MSBs of the next
input sample. This boasts the conversion rate up to flash speed. Of course pipelining is not
possible in the cyclic converter.

Some architectures require a central sample and hold system, which remembers the sample
for the fine stage when the coarse stage already processes the next sample. If the sample and
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Figure 13: Subranging ADC using a resistor matrix.
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Figure 14: Cyclic two step flash.

hold is distributed in the comparators, the fine stage comparators can't sample the input at
the same moment the coarse stage does, because they're busy with the previous sample. The
solution is to include a second fine stage (only comparators, using the same resistor matrix).
While one fine stage is sampling the input together with the coarse stage, the other does the
conversion of the LSBs of the previous sample. The next clock cycle, the first is converting the
LSBs of the input it just has sampled, while the other is sampling together with the coarse stage.
This is called a pingpong architecture.

The architecture used and described here is the pipelining pingpong architecture with a
resistor matrix, because of its greater possibility of making a low distortion ADC at high speed
with low power consumption in non-trimmed CMOS. This architecture doesn't require external
or auto-adjustment circuitry and is relatively insensitive to process variation.

4.4 The pingpong two-step flash ADC with resistor matrix

4.4.1 Resistor matrix

In figure 15 the resistor matrix is shown. As one can see, the coarse ladder is normal and the
fine ladders are each connected parallel to a coarse resistor. This means that subranges for the
fine comparison are 'synchronised' with the tap voltages of the coarse ladder. The switches to
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Figure 15: The resistor matrix.

select the subrange are connected to the taps of the fine ladders, not to the coarse ladder.

The impedance of the reference voltage source has to be very low compared to the value of
one coarse resistor. The coarse and fine resistors must have a low value to avoid excessive voltage
changes when the comparator draws current from the ladder during sampling. The coarse and
fine resistors may have the same value; the fine resistor ladder is allowed to be a not neglectable
load to the coarse ladder, because all fine ladders are continuously in place.

Vref+
~-----,

R

comparators

vin ..-----,
R

From resistor matrix

Dummy input ladder

Vref-..------,

Figure 16: The dummy resistor ladder to match input impedances to the reference impedances.

The coarse ladder provides different impedances to the VreJ inputs of the comparators, and
this makes the ADC non-linear. To solve this an exact copy of the coarse ladder is made, and
the two terminals of this one are both connected to the input signal. The taps of this dummy
ladder are connected to the l-'in inputs of the coarse comparators. This concept is shown in
figure 16.

The same problem exists with the fine ladders, but copying the complete matrix is too costly
in silicon surface. The 'V;.e! inputs of the fine comparators are via 'high' resistors connected to
the fine ladder taps (through the range selecting switches). The same value of resistor is used
to connect the l-'in inputs with the input signal source, see figure 17. This value would ideally
be much higher than the ladder resistors and the ON-resistance of the switches.

The exact equality of the ladder resistors is required, because each difference directly gives
rise to non-linearity of the ADC. Placing all resistors close to each other isn't possible because
the total area is too large, so the area of each resistor has to be high enough to limit deviations
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Figure 17: The resistors to make input and reference impedances equal in the fine stage.

in the resistor value. All resistors in one ladder have to have the same direction in the lay-out
of the ADC.

4.4.2 Timing block

The timing block uses the principle of the 'unit-delay' and an external clock. From this it makes
all signals for e.g. sampling the input or the reference voltage in the coarse, fine A or fine B
banks, for doing the comparisons in the banks, clocking the digital signal in the decoder, etc.

An important characteristic of the contemporary timing block is that it adjusts the signal
timing to the supply voltage, so the range of supply voltages with which the ADC can work is
enlarged. This was needed because one design was made for two different IC processes.

4.4.3 Bank of comparator slices

The coarse bank has 15 comparators, the fine banks have two more. These extra comparators
are needed because due to an offset it is possible that the coarse bank makes a wrong decision in
selecting the subrange the fine bank has to use. Experience shows that this error is only slightly
larger than one LSB and only happens in one direction. Other manufactures have reported
to use six extra comparators in each fine bank, three above and three below the subrange.
Including extra comparators for digital error correction gives extra difficulties in connecting the
range selecting switches to the ladder taps. A digital 'add-one' or 'subtract-one' circuit has to
correct the MSBs when one of those extra comparators is made active.

Each comparator has its offset voltage as a non-ideal characteristic, but it's not this offset
but the difference in the offset values that degrades the ADC performance. Because of this,
making the comparators equal and matched is more important than making the offset zero. A
difference in offset between two adjacent comparators is a direct cause of DNLj by making the
lay-out of the comparators very narrow, they can be laid down close to each other for better
matching.

Apart from the offset a comparator also shows some uncertainty region when the input is very
close to the referencej the comparator can then make a wrong decision. The error caused by this
effect is random and will never be equal to the other comparators, so this is also a contribution
to the DNL. In that same region also so-called meta-stable states may happen in which no
decision is taken at all. A meta-stable state causes severe errors when they propagate through
the digital decoder. To solve this a latch is inserted between the comparator and the decoder,
which makes no transition in case of a meta-stable state. The demands for the comparators to
limit the consequences of these errors are:
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• Wrong decisions will only be made because of an offset voltage.

• The uncertainty region can only cause meta-stable states in which the outputs do not show
a detectable difference before they are reset for the next compartson..

input voltage

f---+--+--+---+---+---+---'-f-----t--t---t------i reference
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output bits: 0111

Figure 18: The codes that exist in the bank of slices, while converting the analogue signal to
digital bits.
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Figure 19: One of the slices of the bank.

After the latch a 'thermometer code' exists in the bank of slices, which consist of ones at
slices with their reference voltage below the input signal, and zeros at the other slices. A clocked
three input AND detects the slice at which the highest one was located, so the thermometer code
is coded in a l-out-of-N code. If there is a bubble error (i.e. a zero inside the string of ones) it
can give two ones in the l-out-of-N code, which results in large errors. Using a three input AND
instead of a two input AND bubble errors which are only one level deep (e.g. 11111110100000)
produce a valid l-out-of-N code.
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precharge

slIce nr. 7

Figure 20: The wired ROM including precharge circuitry instead of continuous loads.

Each bank of slices has four bit lines that are charged during a certain period using PMOS
transistors connected to Vdd' The l-out-of-N code activates selectively certain NMOS transistors
(wired ROM) so the corresponding bit lines are discharged, see figure 20. After this cycle the
remaining charge is detected by a buffer and the four bits are transferred to the connected
digital processing circuitry. The 1-out-of-N code of the coarse bank of slices is used to drive the
subrange selecting switches. If the fine comparison detects that the input voltage is not within
the range the coarse comparison has said it was (the 1-out-of-N code of a fine bank has the '1'
at one of its extra comparators), then this '1' will start error-correction circuitry that increases
or decreases the MSBs.
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5 The- comparator

The type of comparator that is considered here is designed for use in a fast and precise A/D
_converter, ADCs of that )<ind Ilormally use a bank of identical comparators to compare the
input signal with a range of reference voltages. The comparators are anowed to have an offset,
as long as this offset is constant and the same for all comparators. That specification results in
good linearity of the bank, and that results in a good DNL specification of the ADC itself.

The specifications need to be achieved over a rather broad range of input signal frequencies
and other parameters like supply voltage, temperature and process variationsj in that case the
comparator will be suited for use in mass market, high yield, consumer lCs.

If this circuit is used in a two-step-flash ADC, it can both be a coarse and a fine comparator,
because these have the same speed and resolution requirements. In that case the clock signals
will be different. A coarse comparator samples the input and reference voltages at the same
time, and after that does the comparison, all in one clock cycle. A fine comparator uses two
clock cycles. In the first cycle it samples the same input voltage as the coarse comparator does,
but only in the second cycle it samples the reference voltage and does the comparison. This
delay of one clockcycle enables the coarse comparator to make a decision and to switch in the
reference voltages.

5.1 Two possible topologies

There are two different variants of the circuit. The coarse comparator uses the basic circuit of
figure 21 while the fine comparator of figure 22 has a few additional switches.

><:::>----'--+----.----00

><::>----,.-+-----'--0 ON

Figure 21: The basic circuit: a coarse comparator.

~)----'--+----r-----oO

.:x)-----.--t---~~oON

Figure 22: The fine comparator has some additional switches.

The fine comparator samples the reference voltage when the input voltage sampling phase is
already completed and the charge is already stored on the capacitor. The transients that exist
during that reference sampling phase would disturb the amount of charge stored. To prevent
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this the input voltage is also sampled on the other capacitor. In the critical cases, when the
input and reference voltages are almost equal, the transients aren't there and the amount of
charge on the input capacitor is better preserved.

There's another difference between the coarse and the fine case, concerning the sources of
the ¥in and VreJ voltages. If the internal impedance of those sources would be different, the
clockfeedthrough (eft) during switch off will be distributed differently between both terminals
of a sample switch. To prevent this, the input terminal should also get its ¥in over a resistor
ladder. The way this is done is shown in figure 16.

This technique will require too much surface area on the IC if it's also used for the fine
comparators. In that case each comparator has a rather large, extra resistor connected between
each input terminal and the voltage source (figure 17). This will make all eft go inside the
comparator and the difference in source impedance will not cause a difference in eft any more.
This resistor may of course not be too high, because that would slow down the sampling speed.

This comparator is controlled by clocksignals, and they will be different for the coarse and
the fine comparator. First we will describe the basic circuit, the coarse comparator.

An external clock defines the start of the comparison. At this moment both sample switches
go to the ON-state and also the Auto-Zero mode is entered by closing the AZ-switches. The
left terminals of the sample capacitors will charge until the respective input voltage is reached,
while the other terminal will assume the voltage Vaz of the inverter.

The Vaz of an inverter is defined by Vaz = ¥in = Vout and this is normally the most
sensitive state of the inverter. With this voltage at the inverter input, the inverter can make a
fast decision, Ld. make the output go to Veld or V.m after the AZ-switches are opened.

The period in which the sample switches are closed, the sample phase, is longer than needed.
The period is exactly defined, insensitive to temperature or Vdd variations, and known by the
designers of other blocks on the same IC. At the moment the sample switches open, the voltages
may not be disturbed by the switching of some digital circuits on the same IC. So, the digital
circuits are designed to be silent and stable at exactly that time.

Further timing is controlled by an unit delay. This unit delay is dependent upon the current
values of the supply voltage and the temperature. This means that when the temperature is
low and Vdd is high, so when the current through the inverter in AZ-mode is high, the periods
during which this current will flow is shorter. This will give no performance problems, because
in that case the comparison will need less time anyway. Controlling the timing with such a unit
delay reduces power dissipation, while maintaining high performance.

Some time after the end of the sample phase the AZ-mode will be released and, a neglectable
fraction of an unit delay later, the CNV-switch closes. This will start the amplifier phase in
which the voltage difference over the CNV-switch, Le. ¥in - 'V;.ej, will be redistributed to the
inverter inputs. The capacitive divider of the sample capacitor C. and the parasitic capacitance
of the inverter (not neglectable) will make the voltage difference less. If ¥in was above 'V;.ej, the
corresponding inverter input will be under Vaz , so that output will rise above Vaz '

When the output voltages will have levels above the possible disturbances, it's safe to close
the feedback switches. This will start the feedback phase. The voltage changes at the output
will be cross-coupled back to the inputs, so a positive feedback occurs. The feedback is done
over capacitors and not directly, because the capacitors can store the difference between the Vaz
voltages of the two inverters.

A given number of unit delays after the opening of the sample switches all switches will open
and the OFF switches will close, starting the OFF phase. This phase fills up the extra time
given by the externally applied clocksignal and gives the connected circuits time to react.

The fine comparator uses almost the same method of comparing two voltages. This com-
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parator uses two clock periods: it samples the input voltage in the first period and keeps the
AZ-switches closed during the whole period, and it samples the reference voltage in the second
period, which will proceed exactly as with the coarse comparator.

5.2 Why tliese topologies are chosen

Some of the problems described above result from the fact that a differential structure is chosen:

• The total comparator is bigger, so the total bank will spread over a larger area. This will
result in less matching between the comparators, causing a lower linearity.

• The matching demands are rather high within the comparator, because several pairs of
switches should be matched: the sample switches, both AZ pairs and the feedback switches.

But it is at this moment decided that the advantages are more important:

• Digital disturbances are better suppressed.

• Both input sources, Yin and Y,.eJ' are equally loaded during sampling.

• The feedback system boasts sensitivity, what in the non-differential structure only could
be achieved by inserting extra inverters (a typical total of three inverters) and they all
consume power in AZ-mode.

5.3 Partitioning the circuit into subblocks

When implementing an automatic circuit generator it can be very useful to use a hierarchical
structure. This will make it possible to reuse certain blocks of knowledge. But it can also be
disadvantageous, because one loses insight in what's happening on a lower level and calling the
subblocks may result in a lot of program code.

The best solution is to use the hierarchy that is suggested by the figures 21 and 22. This
means that the subblocks are:

• switch

• inverter

• latch

• capacitor

All subblocks, except the capacitor, have no lower subblocks apart from an NMOS and
PMOS transistor. The so-called and-or-tree, that describes the hierarchy of a Midas block is
shown in figure 23.

Figure 23: The And-Dr-Tree describing the hierarchy of the Midas implementation.
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5.4 Specifications of the main block comparator

Ideally the comparator will give an output '1' if Yin > Vref, a '0' if Vin < VreJ and nothing if
Vin = VreJ' Nothing means that the latch after this comparator will not change, because the
voltage difference at the comparator output isn't enough. The normal, demanded situation is
that the comparator reacts always correctly if the input is a certain amount above or beneath
its switch-over point. Also demanded is that disturbances can't cause the comparator to react
wrongly to lower voltage differences: it makes the right decision or it does 'nothing'.

It will already be noted here that this is not possible to achieve with the implemented
topology. If the feedback phase is insensitive enough not to react to (clockfeedthrough-) errors
in the fast case, it will be too insensitive to detect real input differences in the slow case.

The comparator will have some offset, meaning that the switch-over point is not exactly
Vre! but v;.e! + VoJbet. This offset voltage may be the same for all comparators in a bank,
or be different because of spreads in the IC processing parameters or because of a dependence
towards VreJ. The constant offset will not be important, because the voltage spacing between
the comparators in a bank will still be exactly 1 LSB and the linearity of the bank is not affected
(though this will result in an offset of the ADC itself). A difference in the offsets does affect the
linearity and is important.

The basic sources that reduce the ideal performance of such a circuit are the clockfeedthrough
(eft), matched pair spread in the eft, high RC-times in the sampling circuitry, matched pair
spread in component values, non-symmetrical circuits connected to the inputs and outputs and
digital disturbance.

Digital disturbance during the sample phase is removed by demanding the other circuits
on the IC to be silent at that time and the disturbance outside that period is not important
because of the differential structure of the comparator. The input circuitry is designed to be as
symmetrical as possible (see before) while the comparator is not very sensitive to the symmetry
of the output circuit, which is a symmetrical latch anyway. Mismatch of component values is
only a problem because of the different reaction to eft. The inverters by example may have a
different Vaz , because this difference is stored on the CJ capacitors. But different inverters will
cause a different voltage change due to eft when the AZ-switches open.

The input voltage can change at a speed of several megahertz, while the input side of the
sample capacitor C. will lag behind, because the sample-circuitry is basicly a low-pass RC-filter.
The R's are formed by the ON-resistance of the sample switch, the impedance of the voltage
source and possibly the extra resistors of the fine comparator or the dummy ladder of the coarse
comparator. The C's are formed by the sample capacitor, its parasitic bottom-plate capacitance
towards V.. and the parasitic capacitances of all switches connected at that point. How much
the sampled voltage lags behind is depended on the input frequency and the momentary voltage.
This will cause two neighbouring comparators to have different switch-over points because of
their different v;.eJ. There's also an extra disturbance because when the input voltage is going
down the error voltage has an opposite sign.

The AZ voltage should stay the same, because if it's brought out of balance by the input
frequency, it regains its normal value after the sampling phase and this will change the charge
on C•. Simulations with typical values show that this behaves like a high-pass RC-filter. The
Cis C. plus the parasitic capacitance of the inverter. The R isn't really there, but making the
W/L of the AZ-switches and/or the inverter makes the R higher and lowers the disturbance.
The resistance is also affected by the choice of the Vaz value, so this Vaz will be chosen very low.
It may not be to low because then the latch can operate properly.

During the opening of the sample switches they will both put their channel charge partly on
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the sample capacitors, which will change the sampled voltage. Errors arise when this change is
different, because of a matched pair spread between both capacitors, or because of a matched
pair spread in the eft of both switches.

.The jitter. on the clocksignals. can also cause problems._The.end of the sample phase is
relatively close after the start of the clockperiod, which synchronises the clock phases. Also the
sample period is not dependent on the unit-delay, but r.xcd. A difference between the clocks for
the NMOS and the PMOS parts of the sample switches will result in a worse eft compensation,
but will not result in a different eft.

Opening the AZ-switches will also result in eft. The eft to the output of the inverters is not
that bad, but the eft towards the input will again change the sampled charge. Non-symmetry in
this error can cause wrong decisions and is the result of mismatched Gil values and mismatched
eft. But here the nominal eft itself causes problems, because if the voltage changes to much, the
inverter will get out its sensitive region and the comparator will never make a decision.

Opening the CNV-switch is normally without problems, because the eft compensation is
rather good, as a result of the equal circuits on both terminals.

The stored difference between the AZ-voltages of both inverters is affected by the eft of
the opening AZ-switches (all four) and closing the feedback switches. This would be an input
disturbance if the feedback phase started to early, so that phase has to wait until the output
has changed more than those disturbances.

What is detected and what not is eventually decided by the latch.
A description of each of the specifications is given in the appendix E, a brief summary is given

here. An external specification is the 'environment' for which the circuit must work; a design
specification is a value that has to be achieved for all combinations of the external specifications.
An output specification is just extra information supplied by the block to the user.

External specifications:

• Vdd (Power Supply): This is the voltage between the positive power supply terminal Vdd
and the negative power supply terminal Vss.

• TEMP (Temperature): This is the temperature of the circuit. It is assumed that the
temperature is constant through all IC material.

• Tclock (Clock period): This is the duration of one clock cycle measured in seconds. It is
the time needed for one comparison in the coarse comparators. The fine comparators need
two of these cycles to perform one comparison.

• InRange (Input voltage range): These are the two values between which the input voltage
can change.

• Infreq (Input signal frequency): This is the highest frequency of the input voltage that will
be applied. All specifications will be met up to this frequency.

• NrOfCl (Number of clocks used): This is a flag to choose between the fine and the coarse
comparator. The coarse comparator uses one clockcycle for each comparison (enter 1),
while the fine comparator uses two clockcyc1es (enter 2).

• Vbit (Voltage of 1 bit): This is the difference in the Vief of two adjacent comparators.

Internal specifications:

• sens (Minimal input difference): This requests a certain sensitivity of the comparator.
Any value higher than this will be detected.
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• timing values: The definition of these timing values is shown graphically in figure 24 for
the coarse comparator and in figure 25 for the fine comparator. For a complete description
see the appendix E.

• sigma_offset (Offset spread): Maximal mismatch between the offset of two neighbouring
comparators. Taken into account are static offsets, resulting from Ie-processing and ran
dom electrical contributions like clock-feedthrough.

• delta_offset (Offset difference): Maximal difference between the offset of two neighbouring
comparators, not caused by process spread. This difference is caused by the fact that the
reference voltage is different, so in the Vin=Vref case the sampling makes different errors.
Also the latch could be in different states before the comparison, so this offset also differs.

• Power (Average power consumption): The average power consumption of this block is
bound to this maximum.
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Figure 24: The timing of the coarse comparator.
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Figure 25: The timing of the fine comparator.

5.5 Possible topologies for the subblocks

5.5.1 The switches

The switches have currently four different implementations. Two others (the last two in the
following list) are also possible but not yet implemented, because they will probably not be
selected in the comparator.

The block switch does already exist several times in the knowledge base, but none of these
existing switches had the specifications or selection strategy that would suit this application.
Needed here were the clockfeedthrough and the standard deviation in the cft both as design
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specifications. The selection strategy has to make selection of the transmission gate possible
because of its eft reduction, even if the PMOS will never be ON.

This is a list of the topologies of the block 'tran.switch' containing the newly implemented
switches. Their circuits can befound in figure 26.

~ClOC:
o ClockN () Clocle

A A -L B A ~B
~ ~ o----r=E----on_tr_sw p_tr_sw
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ClockN Clock ClockN np_tr_sw

l l lA B ClockN Clock ClockN
0 ~ =r-----,- :r==r 0 l ~ lndum_tr_sw

A B

Clock ClockN Clock 0 :EI r:::IEI 0

A ~ ~ ~ B
T T T

0 Ii =r-----,- II 0
Clock ClockN Clock

pdum_tr_sw npdum_tr_sw

Figure 26: The possible topologies of the switches.

• n_tr_sw: This is a single NMOS.

• p_tr_sw: This is a single PMOS.

• np_tr_sw: This is compensated topology with a NMOS and a PMOS in parallel. This is
also called a transmission gate.

• npdum_tr_sw: This is a transmission gate with two dummy transmission gates at each side
for a further eft reduction.

• ndum_tr_sw: This is an NMOS with two dummy NMOS's at each side for eft reduction.

• pdum_tr_sw: This is a PMOS with two dummy PMOS's at each side for cft reduction.

5.5.2 The inverters

The block inverter, called 'ampJnverter', has only one topology, called 'azJnv', which is shown
in figure 27. This inverter topology is chosen for the amplifier function in the comparator,
because this is the smallest amplifier circuit known, and it still operates at low supply voltages.

Also in this case an inverter already existed in the knowledge base, but this one did calculate
the rise and fall delay and was only designed upon these specifications. The one needed here
had to be designed upon its small signal parameters, because it would be used as an amplifier
in an Auto-Zero configuration.

5.5.3 The latch

The block latch, called 'SRlatch', also has only one topology, which is shown in figure 28. This
latch topology is chosen, as opposed to the possibility with the upper NMOS connected to the
inputs, because the input capacitance of this topology is more symmetrical.
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Figure 27: The single topology of the inverter.
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Figure 28: The single topology of the latch.

This block did also exist, but the implementation given there calculated the rise and fall
delay when the inputs made a digital change from V dd to V ss. The most important design
criterion here is the fact that the latch has to regard the, sometimes quite low, auto-zero voltage
as being digitally 'high'.

5.6 Specifications of the subblocks

The subblocks do have a lot of the specifications that the mainblock comparator has too, so to
make the list shorter they will not be listed here. The other specifications of particular interest
are:

5.6.1 The switches

External specifications:

• InRange (Terminal voltage range): Terminal voltage range

• C1 (Capacitor at terminallY: Capacitor connected to terminal 1 (0 means not present)

• Rl (Resistor at terminal 1): Resistor of voltage source connected to terminal 1 (;,100k
means not present)

• C2 (Capacitor at terminal 2): Capacitor connected to terminal 2 (always present)

Design specifications:
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• R_ON (On-resistance of switch): Highest On-resistance of switch

• cft1 (Glockfeedthrough error 1): Extra charge due to clockfeedthrough at terminal 1

-. cft2 (Glockfeedthrough error 2): Extra charge due toclockfeedthrough at terminal 2

• sigma_cft1 (Gft1 deviation): Standard deviation of the extra charge due to eft at terminal
1

• sigma_cft2 (Gft2 deviation): Standard deviation of the extra charge due to eft at terminal
2

Output specifications:

• Gparl (Parasitic Gat terminal 1)

• Gpar2 (Parasitic G at terminal 2)

• GparGI (Load G at clock-line)

• GparGIN (Load Gat clockN-line)

5.6.2 The inverters

Design specifications:

• A (Transconductance): Parameter of the small signal model.

• Ro (Output impedance): Parameter of the small signal model.

• Go(Output capacitance): Parameter of the small signal model.

• Gi (Input capacitance): Parameter of the small signal model.

• Gio (Feedforward capacitance): Parameter of the small signal model.

• Vm (Vin= Vout voltage): This is the auto-zero voltage at which the other small signal
parameters are calculated.

5.6.3 The latch

External specifications:

• Vstart (Input start voltage): This is the auto-zero voltage that is set by the inverter. This
voltage will be regarded digitally 'high' by the latch.

• Fc (Clock frequency): Clock frequency used in power consumption calculations

• AZperiod (Auto-zero duration): Duration ofthe Auto-Zero period used in power consump-
tion calculations

Design specifications:

• GinS (Gin in set state): Input capacitance at the input of the nand that is set

• GinR (Gin in reset state): Input capacitance at the input of the nand that is reset

Output specifications:

• Vdelta (Input difference voltage): This is the input voltage change from Vstart that cer
tainly will cause a transition of the latch.
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6 Analysis of the comparator and its subblocks

6.1 Macromodel of the comparator

To calculate the performance of the comparator it is needed to introduce an extra level, because
otherwise the formulas get more difficult and error-prone. This extra level is called the macro
model, and the parameters of the macromodel are made available as output specifications for
informational purposes. The schematic of the macromodel is shown in figure 29.

Vin-Vre
o

latch ON

Figure 29: The macromodel of the comparator.

A description of the parameters can be found in the previous chapter.

6.2 Calculating the macromodel parameters

For each calculation the cases in which the highest parameter value, and those in which the
lowest parameter value can be expected are used. The capacitor values C, and CJ are assumed
to range from their nominal value to a value 30% smaller. This is because if a process gets
more optimised in the future, it can have this reduction in interconnect capacitances. Equation
(35) may seem a bit strange, b~cause a time (tId) dependent amplification factor is described.
This is because the amplification factors in the macromodel are in fact transfer coefficients, not
only from one point in the circuit to another, bit also from one moment in the total clockcycle
to another. The macromodel could be made better if one uses an amplifier followed by an RC
network (with negative R in this case), with switches that start and stop the charging of the C.

A c
C,

(34)=
C, +Ci,inv +Cparl,az +Cpar1,lb +Cpar2,oJ!2

A a = IAinvRo,in;;C 1 +C 2) (exp ( _ k~:d) -1)I (35)

A a2 = 1- C 2 • A a (36)
C 1 +C2

where:

C 1 = C, +Ci,inv +Cpar1,az +Cpar1,fb +C par2,oJ!2 (37)

C 2 = Cio,inv (38)

C3 = CI,p +C par2,az +C par1 ,az2 +CinSlatch +Co,inv +
+ C J(C par2,fb +C par2,oJJ3 +Cpar2,4z2) (39)

C I +Cpar2,fb +C par2,o/13 +C par2,az2
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(45)

(46)

(47)

(44)

(40)

(41)

(42)
C. +-C.,p +Cpar2,. +C par2,p +Cpar2,cntl +Cpar2,oJ/l

CSCj

(AintlRo,inti +1)C2 +C1

Ko,intl(Cl C2 +C1C3 +C 2C3)

c.

k1 =
k2 =

Aaz

Afs =

Afs2

where:

C4 = C. +Ci,intl +Cpar1,az +Cpar1,fb +

+Cpar2,lb +C par2,ojj2 +C par2,ojf3 +C par2,az2

C s CI,p +C par2,az +C par1 ,az2 +CinS,latch +Co,intl

AJ = ef;tJ

where:

(48)

_ CJC4
Co,intl +4Cio,intl +C 1,1' +C par1 ,az2 +CinS,latch + C I +C

4
(49)

The macromodel parameters A a2 and Afs2 are not available as output specifications. The
Aa2 is the transfer associated with the same part of the conversion as Aa , but it is concerned
with the voltage difference left at the inverter input. Aj"2 is in the same way related to Aj.,

and concerns the voltage difference that was left at the inverter inputs. The C.,p and Cj,p values
are the parasitic capacitances to the substrate of the capacitors C. and Cj. The A a and AI
parameters are further discussed in the next paragraph.

The errors caused by the clockfeedthrough in the macromodel are calculated by:

Ecjt,. = y'2qcj t • kd
C VC

E.cjt,. = y'2CT(qcjt)

C

(50)

(51)

where C is the total capacitance connected to that node. The C that appears below the
root-sign is currently only the C. or Cj value, because only those capacitors have a known
mismatch behaviour. The mismatch of the parasitic capacitances of the transistors is not taken
into account, though this can have an important influence.

Another error results from the fact that the input voltage changes with a frequency f and
the reference voltage is constant. During sampling of the input voltage, the voltage on the C.
capacitor will lag a bit behind on the input voltage itself. So if the sample switches go OFF
at the moment Vin = Vr~j, the sampled voltage difference will not be zero. The neighbouring
comparator makes a different error, because its Vrel differs by 'Vbit. The difference ofthis sample
error is calculated by:

R = RoN,. +R.ource

C = C. +C.,1J +Cpar2,. +Cpar2,1' +Cpar1,c +Cpo.rl,oJJl

(52)
(53)
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AE
211"I RC

(54)= -/1 + (211"1RC)2
1

(55)4> = 211" - atan(211"I RC)

v;.cj = -Asin(4)) +Vm (56)

tl 1 . (Vrc j - Vbit - Vm ) (57)= 211"1 ·asm A

E, = IAE . sin(211"lt l +4»1 (58)

where A is the amplitude, I the frequency, Vm the center voltage of the input signal.
When the input voltage is sampled, inverter should hold the Vaz voltage constant, but it

will always change a little with the frequency I. When the sampling stops, this error voltages
is transferred to the input side of C, (this is the factor Aaz ). Again because two neighbouring
comparators have a different v;.cj, they will make a different error if they both stop sampling
when Vin is equal to their Vrcj. This difference in the error made by the two neighbouring
comparators is calculated by:

C2 = Ci,inv +Cpar2,ojj2 +Cparl,az +Cparl,jb (59)

C3 = Co,inv +Cparl ,az2 +Cpar2,az +Cf.p (60)

Zl = 0 (61)

Z2 = Ro,inv +RON,az (62)
Ro,invRON,az(C2+Cio,inv)

a = Ro,in"RoN,az(C.C2+C.Cio,inl1 +CI C2 +CI Cio,inl1 - C2Cio,inv) (63)
b = Ro,inv(C, +CI +C2) +RON,az(C, +CI - (1 +AinvRo,inv)Cio,inv) (64)

c = 1 - AinvRo,inv (65)

-b +../b2 - 4ac
(66)PI = 2a

-b - ../b2 - 4ac
(67)P2 2a

F
C,(C2+Cio,inv)

(68)
(CIf +C1 +Cio,inv)(C2+Cio,inl1) - Cio,inv 2

AE
FJ(211"/)2 + (ZI)2' -/(211"/)2 + (Z2)2

(69)
-/(211"/)2 + (PI)2 • -/(211"/)2 + (P2)2

4> 11" (-211" I) (-211" I) (-211"I) (70)= '2 +atan ---:;;- - atan ---p;- - atan ---p;-
v;.cj = -Asin(4)) +Vm (71)

tl = 1 . (v;.c j - Vbit - Vm ) (72)
211"I

asm
A

Eaz = IAEsin(211"It I +4»1 (73)

When the auto-zero switches go of there's charge injected onto the inverter inputs and
outputs. The inverter outputs normally have time enough regain themselves, so the charge
injected at that side is neglected in the offset calculations. But even when Vin = Vrej, and apart
from the other error causes mentioned so far, the latch will still behave unexpectedly. This is
because the input capacitances of the latch are not symmetrical. The nand that is in the set
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position, causes a higher load to the inverter. So when the clockfeedthrough is injected on the
inverter outputs, or amplified from the inverter inputs, the nand that is in the set position will
have an input voltage that lags a bit behind. This difference is amplified strongly by the feedback
phase and will result in a reset -signal applied to the -nand. It is indeed seen in simulations that
with a Vi~ = v;.e/ input to the comparator, the latch starts to oscillate.

This effect is not present if the input difference is large enough to make the voltage difference
between the Aa and the A/ IJ stage larger than El. This El is calculated by:

El = IAaqc/t,inv.in - qc/t,inv.out I. dC (74)
C1 C2 C2

where C1 is the capacitance seen at the inverter input node, C2 is the average capacitance
seen at the inverter output node and t1C is the difference between the input capacitances at
both latch inputs.

6.3 Amplification of the inverters

When the conversion switch CNV closes, the amplification phase starts. In this phase the voltage
difference at the input side of the sample capacitors will be transferred to the inverter inputs.
This transfer will be fast compared to other voltage changes in that phase and can safely be
considered instantaneous. The transfer of the voltage difference will lower the signal because of
capacitive voltage division between C/J and the parasitic capacitors at the inverter input:

After this, the voltage difference at the inverter inputs is amplified to the inverter outputs,
and with a startdelay tdf the inverters are crosscoupled to result in digital output levels.

Simulations are done to investigate the behaviour of this circuit. The circuit which is sim
ulated is shown in figure 30 and the simulation results in figure 31 (outputs) and figure 32
(inputs). The nominal case is used of a 0.8 p.m process, where the NMOS and PMOS of both
inverters have a W/L ratio of 5.6/2.4. The Auto-Zero-switch is replaced by a resistor with value
300 n when t < IOns and infinite when t > IOns. The source is a step signal that starts at I5ns,
the height of the step is 1 LSB/FAC, where 1 LSB is 7.8 mV and FAC is the factor shown in
the graphs. The temperature is 25°C, the supply voltage 5V.

dV

XJ'----'---,----o UITl

X)---.---------JL....---O UIT2

Figure 30: The circuit of the simulations of the next two figures.

One remarkable fact can be seen in the simulations: each time the input signal is halved,
the outputs have the same extra delay. This is a small signal effect because the input signals,
seen in figure 32 do at the beginning already have that effect.

This effect is also seen when the feedback capacitor is replaced by a direct DC feedback. In
this case the extra delay is smaller.
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Figure 31: The outputs of both inverters in previous circuit.

If one uses a first order small-signal model to describe this loop, one uses the circuit from
figure 33. Something like this can also be seen in [5]. More information about calculating
metastable states can be found in [6].

The signal shape that can exist at the point VI and V2 is calculated using the following
equations.

-AR
l+sRC

(75)

(AR)2
= 1 ~ s =

(1 + sRC)2

±AR-1
RC

~ ±A (if AR ~ 1)
C

(76)

VI = fe(A/C)t + ge-(A/C)t (77)

H I2 • Vi (
AR - 1) (A/C)t (-AR - 1) -(A/C)t (78)H12 S = RC . f .e + H12 S = RC . 9 . e

V2 = - fe(A/C)t + ge-(A/C)t (79)

The actual signal depends on the voltage at the moment the CNV-switch is closed and can
be calculated by inserting the proper startvalues in the above formulas.

1
(80)f = 2' (Vio - V2o )

1
(81)9 = 2' (VIo +V20 )
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Figure 32: The inputs of both inverters in previous circuit.

AV2~ ~ 4- AV1~ ~ ~
Figure 33: Approximation of the inverter loop.

VI = ~. (V1o - V2o ) • e(A/C)t + ~. (Vio +V2o ) • e-(A/C)t

V2 = -~. (V1o - V2o ) • e(A/C)t + ~. (V1o +V2o )' e-(A/C)t

(82)

(83)

(V1- - V2) 

~(Vl-+V2) -

(Vio - V2o) • e(A/C)t

~ (V1o +V2o ) • e-(A/C)t

(84)

(85)

One sees that the signal will have an e-power-like behaviour at the beginning, where the
exponent is defined by: A/C. The differential signal is amplified using this exponent, the
common mode signal goes to zero with exponent -A/C. One can also see that halving the
source voltage will result in the same signal shape, but delayed by: (C/A) . In 2. This delay is
independent of the voltage and time and thus corresponds with the simulations. The common
mode behaviour is not effected by this. If:

(VIa - V;o)

(VIa +V;o) =

1
2' (V1o - V2o )

(V1o +V2o )

(86)

(87)
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then:

(V{ - V~) = ~. (Vlo - V20 ) • e(A/C)t = (Vio - V2Q)' e(A/C)(t-(C/A)ln2) (88)

In the real inverter the feedback loop is closed after an amplifier phase. This amplifier phase
contains the first reaction to the input signal and also changes the input signal because the
parasitic capacitance Cio of the inverter couples the output voltage change back to the input.
The voltages settle at certain values and these voltage differences should be more than the
disturbances caused by the closing of the feedback switches. The amplifier phase is shown in
figure 34.
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Figure 34: The inputs and outputs of both inverters without the feedback loop.

Combining the two phases shows that the input voltage is transferred to an output voltage
difference in the amplifier phase and this output voltage difference has the same effect in the
feedback phase as did the voltage source in the previous simulations. This is shown in figure 35.

In reality the feedback isn't DC coupled but via an CJ and a switch. During the transfer
of the voltage of the source to the inputs of the inverters the CJ will be charged later than the
other capacitors, but this delay is neglectable, as can be seen in figure 32. This is because the
RC time of the feedback path is very small compared to the dominant RC times of the loop.
This also means that the effects as noticed before will not be influenced noticeably, except that
the A and C values in the previous formulas are changed by the CJ. The C of the inverter will
have the series circuit of CJ and the input capacitance of the other inverter connected parallel to
it, and the transconductance of the inverter will be lowered by the capacitive division between
CJ and that input capacitance. The ON-resistance of the feedback switch has of course to be
low enough to assure the fact that the RC time of the feedback path is neglectable.

Checking calculations using the described model with simulations, both with transistors and
with the inverter replaced with the described model, resulted in an improvement of the model.
To make the DC feedback model in better agreement with the transistor simulations, the Cio

capacitances has to be included. This will of course not influence the common-mode behaviour,
but the exponent in the Vi - V2 function is changed. In that exponent the value C has to be
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Figure 35: The inputs and outputs of both inverters during the amplifier and feedback phase.

replaced by C +4Cio.
Including both Cio and the AC feedback with Ci, neglecting the delay caused by the RON of

the feedback switches, results in the following final equations. The exponent in common mode
is:

s = -ARo - 1 (89)
Ro ·Co

where Ro and Co are the output resistance and capacitance of the inverter. The differential
mode exponent is:

(90)

where:

(91)

(92)

a =

Ct =

Cio +CFB
CFB ,Cio

Cio +CFB

The behaviour of the two inverters can also be represented in the way of figure 36. Here the
inverter outputs VQ and VQN as a function of each other are put in graph. The results spring
from a transient simulation similar to the one performed before, but with an excitation at the
inverter inputs that is a lot higher than would normally be encountered, to make different lines
visible.

6.4 Calculating the resulting specifications

The resulting specifications of the comparator can be calculated from the macromodel. Calculat
ing the offset results is done by transferring the error causes back to the inputs. The delta_offset
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Figure 36: Phase representation of the feedback phase.

is the sum of the error causes E," Eo.z and El at the inputs. The sigma_offset is constructed
from the other error causes:

t1(of fset)

u(off set) =

The input peak current is calculated by assuming that it is possible that the sample period
starts just when the input voltage is at its highest value. At the start of the sample period the
voltage at the capacitor C. is zero (because of the OFF period, to ensure that all conversions
start from an equal situation). If the highest Yin value is VH and the ON-resistance of the sample
switch is RON, the peak input current is:

(95)

The input capacitance is set to the value of the sample capacitor C. and all parasitic capac
itances connected to the node between the sample switch and C•. The peak current out of the
Vdd 'terminal is the sum off the peak currents of the subblocks inverter and latch. The power
consumption is also the sum of the power of these two subblocks, but the inverter hasn't got
a power specification. Its power consumption is assumed to be half the peak current times the
supply voltage during the auto-zero period and zero outside this period. The time the digital
outputs are stable is the c1ockperiod minus the other time values. The area specifications is just
a sum of all area specifications of the subblocksj the space needed for wiring is neglected. The
highest capacitance connected to a clockllne is found by summing the Cpo.rCL specifications of
the subblocks that are connected to that clockllne and finding the maximum value.
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The specification sens, the minimal input difference l'in - Vref that still can cause the latch
to switch over (neglecting all error causes), is calculated from the Vdelta specification of the latch
and the transfer parameters from the macromodel. The VdeltCl is the voltage change at the latch
inputs that can surely cause a switch over of the latch..

(96)

6.5 Analysis of the subblocks

6.5.1 The switches

The analysis part of the translations of the switch topologies concerns the clockfeedthrough, the
ON-resistance and the parasitic capacitances. The clockfeedthrough calculations are described
in chapter 3. The parasitic capacitances can be found from device functions of the transistor
models. The ON-resistance of the topologies with the single NMOS or PMOS is just calculated
using the 90 calculation in the transistor model, where the terminal voltage is the highest value
possible in the NMOS case and the lowest value in the PMOS case. For finding the terminal
voltage that will yield the highest ON-resistance in the case of the topologies 'np_tr..sw' and
'npdum_tr..sw' a further analysis of the RoN is needed.

A simulation is done on a transmission gate, calculating the RoN at each value of the
terminal voltage. The typical graph of this is presented in figure 37. One sees that the highest
ON-resistance exists at the terminal voltage where Vgt = 0 of the NMOS or the PMOS. The
highest of the two is taken is the achieved RON specification.
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Figure 37: Typical shape of the R_ON versus terminal voltage characteristic.

6.5.2 The inverters

Small signal parameters of an inverter The A, R and C values of the previous calculation
can be found from the small signal models of the two transistors of the inverter. See figure 38.
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The A is found when calculating lw. in a DC situation without any load:Vin
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Figure 38: Small signal model of the inverter.

A = Ump + UmN (97)

The R value is the internal resistance in the DC situation when the inverter is considered to
be a current source:

(98)
1

R =
9dap + UdaN

The C value is the total capacitance connected between the inverters output node and the
ground node. This consists of the parasitic capacitances between the drain and bulk of both
transistors of the inverter and external capacitors, all connected in parallel:

C = Cdbp + CdbN + Cext (99)

All these values are calculated at the quiescent point Vaz = Vin = Vout.
The small signal model of the inverter can be made more complete if one includes the parasitic

capacitance from input to output Cio and the parasitic input capacitance Ci.

Cio Cgdo,NMo. + Cgdo,PMo.

Ci = CgaN + Cg•p

(100)

(101)

The Auto-Zero voltage The Vaz is calculated by making the drain currents of both transis
tors equal in the saturation models with Vin = Vout ' This results in:

v. - JkpfkN' (Vdd -IVTp\) + VTN
az - JkpfkN + 1

when the Id. - ~a characteristic of a transistor is assumed to be:

(102)

Id. = k· (~. - VT)' Vd, (103)

So the value of the Auto-Zero voltage can be adjusted using the ratio of the W / L values of
the NMOS and PMOS transistors.
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A more precise calculation can be done by solving IdlJ,P = IdlJ,N numerically, using the
device function of Id•• This is still rather fast, so this method will be used.

6.6.3 The latch

The most important specifications of the latch are the ~tart' Vdelta, Power and Ipeak specifica
tions. The VlJtart is discussed in the chapter about the implementation of the design generator.
The Vdelta is set at the difference between V.tart and the VT of the lower NMOS. This is because
if the input voltage gets below this threshold voltage, the latch will surely switch over.

The power consumption has two phases. First during the Auto-Zero period, a constant
current flows from Vdd to V.., through one nand; the other nand has the upper NMOS closed.
During switching, assuming that every clock period the latch switches over, one load has to be
charged and the other discharged. So the total power consumption in a clock period in which
the latch switches is the quiescent AZ power and the power that will be stored on the load
capacitor.

The quiescent current is the IdlJ of the PMOS that is connected to the input, found by
assuming that the output of the active nand is equal to VTo of an NMOS.

The calculation of the peak current is very coarse. It is assumed that it is possible to have
the full Vdd voltage as both ~IJ and VdlJ of a transistor. The highest current that results from
this is the achieved Ipeak'
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7 Used model of an automatic design system

To understand the implementation of the automatic design generator as will be described in
this report, it is first needed to define the model of the automatic design system that is used.
It is not meant to be a general model in the sense that all automatic design generator fit this
definition, but in the sense that all circuits could be designed this way. It is meant to be a close
representation of the way a circuit is designed if it is not done automatically.

The model is defined by making the following observations:

• A circuit can be described hierarchically.

• On each hierarchical level several topologies are available to solve the design problem.

• The selection of the topologies is based upon methods to test the fitness of a topology and
results from previous selections.

• Every topology has a set of values that describe the performance of the circuit and a set of
values called the 'variables' ofthe circuit. On the lowest hierarchical level the 'variables' are
the transistor or capacitor sizes, but on a higher level the 'variables' are the performance
of the lower level circuits.

• Every topology has a translation procedure, that translates the requested performance
into the set of variables (the sizes or performance requests to lower levels). From this set
of variables the achieved performance is also calculated.

• The translation procedure can be a set of analytical formulas, that solve the sizes from
the requested performance. A set of inverted formulas then calculates the achieved per
formance from the found 'sizes'.

This method has the disadvantage that the analytical formulas are often difficult to invert.
This is why typically ,this method uses simple transistor models, that aren't suited for
modern, short-channel, fabrication processes. This method is suited, though, on a high
hierarchical level, because in those situations first time right design methods are important.
Another disadvantage of this method is the fact that an improvement of the analytical
model or the design knowledge, normally requires a rather large change in the program
code.

• Because early versions of a knowledge base normally are based upon simple knowledge, and
one wants to adapt the knowledge base each time more is learned about the behaviour of
the circuit, the calculation of the performance and the design knowledge are best separated
from each other. It is assumed that the analytical model can be seen as a 'black box',
where only knowledge about the behaviour of the circuit, not about the models to calculate
this, is needed on the outside. This suites the wish that one day a circuit simulator like
PStar can be called from within Midas, to perform the analysis with the most up to date
models available. In the implementations described in this report this would be possible
without any change to the design knowledge.

• The design-control block is seen as a control system that tries to drive the process, the
analysis block, in the correct direction. It has sensors as its inputs, these are typically
the circuit performance parameters, and has tap-values as its outputs. These tap-values
describe how much a certain quantity is desired to change from its current value. The
control-by-taps concept is best pictured by a real control process, where the amount of a
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certain fluid that flows into the system is controlled by how much a tap is turned open. A
negative tap-value acts like a drain that lowers the quantity.

As an example in an inverter the rise and fall delay can be seen as sensors. If the rise delay
is too high, the WIL of the "PMOS has to be made higher compared to theW/L of the
NMOS, and when the fall delay is too high, the WIL of the NMOS has to be made higher
compared to the WIL ofthe PMOS. If both delays are too high, both WIL values have to
be made higher. The current sensor values of the rise and fall delay result in values of the
taps that are put on the WIL of the NMOS - WIL of the PMOS ratio and on the general
W/L.

This example shows clearly that each design-control block has a set of sensors, a set of rules
(the rule-base) and a set of taps associated with it. The choice of the sensors, the choice
of the taps and the rule-base itself are governed by expert knowledge about the behaviour
of the circuit. Best results are achieved if the taps are independent of each other, but as
the example shows, this is not necessary.

• The analysis block has to calculate the circuit performance based upon the current values
of all variables and the change in them controlled by the taps. From the taps first new
sizes are calculated and from those sizes the performance is calculated. The concept of
a separate analysis and control-design block is best to implement if the analysis block
always yields a working circuit. This means that the analysis block has itself complete
freedom over the sizes, so it can solve certain problems it has detected to make the circuit
functionally correct. Because of this, the design-control block should be very careful when
assuming something about the" previous state of the design.

• There may be several control-loops nested. E.g. when one of the sensors is a voltage on
which the other sensors depend, it makes sense to regulate this voltage first, before the
rules concerning to the other sensors are applied. This inner control loop is then seen as
an analysis block by the outer control loop.

• With certain values it is best when they are as small as possible, even when they don't
violate the requested specifications. A typical example is the area occupied by the circuit.
The user of the automatic generator normally enters a maximal area that may be occupied
by the circuit, but he/she would be very happy if the generator could produce a design a
lot smaller than that value. To implement this wish, the concept of a 'leakage' is added to
the tap/drain concept. This means that when the tap value is zero, requesting no specific
change in the area, the area is lowered anyway. This is possible because the analysis block
is free to make the area higher again when this is needed.

A block diagram of this concept is shown in figure 39.
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Figure 39: General block diagram of the automatic design generator on one hierarchical level.
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8 Design-control using fuzzy-logic

8.1 Why use fuzzy-logic?

-As described in the previous chapter,the-analysis block has great freedom in changing its own
control variables. This means that any control strategy involving derivatives of the sensors will
make the system unstable. A control strategy to be used in automatic design generators thereior
needs to be based upon proportional or integrating methods. The tap/drain-concept is in itself
an integrating step, so a proportional design-control would be safe enough.

Many automatic design generators have a one problem - one solution algorithm, which may
easily cause the algorithm to enter an infinite loop. When an algorithm e.g. detects problem 1,
it may solve this with the appropriate solution, but it doesn't take into account the effect this
has on problem 2. When problem 1 is solved, the algorithm detects problem 2 and by solving
problem 2 may cause problem 1 to reappear. It is very well possible that this will repeat itself
infinitely. Better results can therefor be achieved by an algorithm that detects all problems
and decides upon all solutions at the same time. In this way a general improvement of the
circuit is reached. Another important advantage of this method is the fact that when no sizes
could be found to meet the requested specifications, the translation returns to the selection
algorithm or to the translation of a higher level with a proposal that is as close to the requested
specifications as possible. From this the higher level can decide which specification caused the
problems. In the one problem - one solution algorithms the result is often that one specification
is within the requested range while another completely fails; and this doesn't mean that the
latter specification was the one that caused the problem.

If design knowledge is to be described by an expert not directly involved in implementing it,
he/she will typically give a set of rules like 'IF this value appears to be too high AND that value
is not yet too low THEN this size has to be made smaller'. This is also the way a design-by-hand
is done: running a simulator, looking at the results to 'sense' what is going wrong and choosing
new values for the next simulator run. Because the human mind has proven to be quite efficient
in these problems, it seems obvious that a design algorithm should be based upon this human
way of thinking.

So the three requirements for a design-control system are:

• should not use derivatives,

• improves all specifications of the circuit at the same times,

• uses rules in a human-like syntax.

8.2 Simple fuzzy-logic used in" automatic design of circuits

A control-strategy that fulfills the above three requirements is fuzzy-logic (see [8]. This is why
several concepts from the fuzzy-logic method are used to implement the design algorithm in the
automatic design generators described in this report. The three phases of the design-control
are described below. These are: fuzzification of the sensors, application of the rule-base and
defuzzification ofthe output sets. These three phases will yield new tap values from the measured
sensor values.

8.2.1 Fuzziftcation of the sensors

The rules are normally formulated like 'if this is Too Low then... '. Because of this the range of
possible sensor values has to be divided into regions called 'Too Low', 'Ok' or 'Too High'. Of
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course the number and the names of the regions aren't fixed. In non-fuzzy control systems this
is normally done as depicted in figure 40. Here a sensor is either in one region or another. These
sharp edges may cause infinite loops during the design.

TooLow Low Ok High TooHigh

lower limit upper limit

Figure 40: The range of sensor values divided in regions for a non-fuzzy system.

Fuzzy-logic also divides the range of possible sensor values in regions, but a sensor value can
also be partly into a region, or even in more than one region. Each region is defined by a curve,
which may have any shape. The curves may overlap, and often do, but there is no requirement
for them to always add up to 100% at each point along the x-axis. A representation of this is
given in figure 41. As in this figure it is very normal that the regions have a triangular shape
and that the lowest and highest region extent horizontally to the end of the range.
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Figure 41: Translating the sensor value into degrees of membership.

Fuzzifying a sensor means that for each region applying to that sensor it is calculated how
much it is a member of that region. Fuzzification of a sensor results in a fuzzy set for that sensor,
which contains the degrees of membership of each region. If a region has a standard triangular
shape with lower value I, middle value m and upper value u (see figure 41), the sensor value s
is translated into a degree of membership of that region d by:

d = minemax (0, ~__II) , max (:~:' 0))
8.2.2 Application of the rule-base

The premise of a rule looks like 'if this is TooLow AND that is Ok ... '. This means that the
degree of applicability of a rule is constructed from the degrees of membership of the sensor
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values. If in the above example 'that' is not at all 'Ok', the rule does not apply. If 'that' is only
for 10% a member of the region 'Ok' the rule can't apply for more than 10%. The fuzzy AND
operation is not more than the 'mine)' function applied to the degrees of memberships that are
found in the pr~mise of the rule.

The result of a rule, the part after the keyword 'THEN', is a region of the fuzzy output set
belunging to a tap value. If the action required by the rule is make the tap 'V very negative,
than the tap W's degree of membership of region 'very negative' will be set to the applicability
of the rule. If another rule requires the same action and this rule has an higher applicability,
the action applies more and is set to the value of the new rule. Combining the rules together in
this way is the fuzzy version of OR-ing them together. A fuzzy OR operation is applying the
'maxO' function to the degrees of applicability of the rules.

It is not needed that the rule-base covers all combinations of the sensor regions, though this
may be very handy while defuzzifying the output fuzzy set.

8.2.3 Defuzzification of the fuzzy output sets

The analysis block requires each tap to have a single value, not a set of memberships of a region.
Translating the set into one value can be done with several methods, but one that looks very
reasonable when one looks at figure 42 is taking the centre of gravity of the fuzzy output set.

Very
Negative

1\
I \

I \
\

I \

/ "I \

Negative Positive

-1 o 1
Tap value

Figure 42: Graphical representation of the fuzzy output set.

8.3 Implementing fuzzy logic in the design algorithm

To implement fuzzy logic one needs to have expert knowledge on how best to choose the regions
(their number, shape and position), how to construct the rules, how to choose the regions
of the fuzzy output sets, on which variables taps should be set, how strong the influence of
these taps/drains should be and if a leakage should be present. The knowledge results from
interviews with expert designers, or from knowledge the implementer has of the circuit. There's
no mathematical model that will define these parameters (mainly because the analysis block is
seen as a black-box) so they will normally be guessed initially and adapted based upon experience
with several design-runs.

Though normally it is suggested that one can best start at getting a feeling of the process to
be controlled and then defining the fuzzy regions of the sensors, it is advised here, based upon
the experience gained in this work, that one can best start at writing down the rules, without
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first thinking about what sensors or taps to choose. Based upon the rules that are defined one
will clearly see what sensors and taps, and what regions, are needed to apply the rules. A good
feeling of the behaviour of the topology to be designed is of course still needed.

8.4 Possible improvements to this simple system

The system as described above is a very simple fuzzy-logic implementation. Improvements can
be made by letting the system learn from previous results. One should of course take great care
that the system doesn't become unstable. If e.g. after a few iterations it seems that the circuit
reacts fiercely on a certain tap, then the influence of that tap can be reduced to make the system
better controllable.

The implementation used here, though very simple, still requires a lot of code. This is mainly
because no standardisation is done, so not many constructed variables, like arrays, could be used
and also the use of external functions to make the code more readable is quite limited. The
standardisation can be done by associating a fixed fuzzy set to a type of sensor. If e.g. the sensor
is an achieved specification, which requested specification was of the type 'MAX' (meaning that
the result may not be higher than that value), the fuzzy set can contain two standard regions
'TooHigh' and 'Ok'. The fuzzy output sets of the taps can e.g. always consist of four regions:
'VeryNegative', 'Negative', 'Positive' and 'VeryPositive'. Such limitations would probably make
the system still very controllable, but the code much smaller (and better to maintain).
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9 Implementation of the design-control blocks

9.1 The switclies

9.1.1 Topology selection

In the current implementa.tion four different topologies for the switch circuit are aVllilable. A
selection strategy is designed that will make the best choice, Le. the topology that meets the
requested specifications with the least area. An important aspect of this selection strategy is
that it tries to run as few translation procedures of the topologies as possible. The strategy is
defined by the following steps:

• Make selection of the topologies 'ndum_tr-sw', 'pdum_tr-sw' and 'npdum_tr-sw' only pos
sible when the terminals '1' and '2' have an equal load capacitor connected to them. These
topologies, of which the first two aren't implemented yet, have a dummy switch with half
size connected to both terminals to compensate the c1ockfeedthrough. Experience with this
kind of compensated switches has shown that when the loads aren't equal, these switches
can even have a worse cft performance.

• Make selection of the topologies 'n_tr-sw' and 'ndum_tr-sw' only possible when they are
enough 'ON' over the complete voltage range that can be applied to the terminals. To
measure this, the width of the NMOS transistor is calculated that would still meet the
RON specification over that voltage rangei this is done using a device function that has
internally a numerical algorithm to find this W value, but it is still very fast. To see if
this necessary W to meet RON is feasible, an estimate of the silicon area is made and
compared to the requested maximum area.

• With the W value calculated in the previous step a guess is made of the total charge that
is in the transistor channel and on the gate-drain overlap capacitances. If it is assumed
that about a quarter of this will remain on terminal 2 as clockfeedthrough charge, and
this doesn't meet the eft specifications, than the non-compensated topology 'n_tr-sw' is
feasible because it will probably not be able to meet the eft specifications.

• The previous two items are repeated for the topologies 'p_tr-sw' and 'pdum_tr-sw'.

• The translation procedure of the topology 'n_tr-sw' is started and on return the resulting
area is recorded. The same is done with all other topologies. A topology is only tried if it
is not deemed impossible by the rules from the previous items.

• The topology 'np_tr-sw' would always be tried, even if a switch with very easy specifications
was requested. To save time this topology is not selected if the area achieved so far is
already a small fraction of the requested maximum area.

• Because the last topology of which its translation procedure is called is assumed to be
the selected topology by the automatic design system Midas, the topology which has to
lowest achieved area is reselected. This reselection is skipped when no other topologies
were selected since this one.

9.1.2 Topology with a single transistor

The topologies 'n_tr-sw' and 'p_tr..sw' have a design strategy that does not conform to the one
explained in the previous chapters (see figure 39). The algorithm is quite simple: first the
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minimal W of the transistor necessary to achieve the RON request is calculated numerically and
then, without any further iteration, the other achieved specifications are calculated. If one of
the other specifications, e.g. the eft, are outside their requested range, the only thing that could
be done is making the W value smaller, but this would violate the RoN requirements, so this
can't be done.

9.1.3 Topology with a transmission gate

The design control parts of the translation procedures of the topologies with transmission gates,
'np_tr..sw' and 'npdum_tr..sw', are identical. They use the fuzzy logic procedure described in the
previous chapters. The rules are put down in table 4.

IF the eft at terminal 1 is too negative
IF the eft at terminal 2 is too negative
IF the eft at terminal 1 is too positive
IF the cft at terminal 2 is too positive
IF the 0'(cft) at terminal 1 is too high
IF the 0'(cft) at terminal 2 is too high
IF the area is too high
IF the RoN is too high

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

the W/ L ratio should be made higher
the W/ L ratio should be made higher
the W/ L ratio should be made lower
the W/ L ratio should be made lower
the W values should be made lower
the W values should be made lower
the W values should be made lower
the W values should be made higher

Table 4: Rule-base of the switch-topologies with a transmission gate.

The sensors that are needed to apply these rules are fuzzified with standard triangular
regions, defined in table 5. The column Low gives the value at which the membership starts
to differ from zero, Middle gives the value at which the membership is one and High gives the
value where the membership is just zero again.

Sensor I Region Low Middle High
cft TooNegative -00 -1.5 . request -0.5 . request

TooPositive 0.5 . request 1.5 . request 00

O'(cft) TooHigh 0 2· request 00

RoN TooHigh 0 2· request 00

area TooHigh 0 2· request 00

Table 5: Sensor regions of the switch-topologies with a transmission gate.

Defuzzifying the output fuzzy sets into the two tap values 'ratio' and 'w' is done by just
subtracting the regions from each other. Calculating new W values of the NMOS and the PMOS
transistors that will fire the analysis block again is done in the so-called routine 'open_taps'. Here
a new ratio is calculated that differs not more than 10% from the old ratio. A new W value of
the NMOS is calculated from the tap-value W, so the new value ranges from -25% to +50% of
the old value. The new W of the PMOS is found using both the new W of the NMOS and the
new ratio. Care is taken to prevent the W values from exceeding the set minimal and maximal
limits.
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9.2 The inverters

The only possible inverter topology also uses the fuzzy-logic concept in its translation procedure.
Here there are two nested design loops. The inner loop corrects the Vm voltage until this is inside
its requested range. The outer loop corrects the other specifications. The rule base is described
in the tables 6 and 7. The values with subscript 'au' are the highest values of the achieved
ranges, 'al' the lower values ofthe achieved range and 'iu' and 'il' belong in the same way to the
requested range.

IF Vm,au is too low THEN make ratio NMOS/PMOS a lot smaller
IF Vm,al is too high THEN make ratio NMOS/PMOS a lot higher
IF Vm,au is too high AND Vm,al is Ok THEN make ratio NMOS/PMOS higher
IF Vm,al is too low AND Vm,au is Ok THEN make ratio NMOS/PMOS smaller
IF Co is too high AND Cio is too high THEN tap W very negative
IF Co is too high AND Cio is Ok THEN tap W negative
IF Co is Ok AND Cio is too high THEN tap W negative
IF Co is Ok AND Cio is Ok THEN tap W zero or positive
IF Ci too high AND Area too high THEN tap WL Very Negative
IF Ci too high AND Area Ok THEN tap WL Negative
IF CiOk AND Area too high THEN tap WL Negative
IF CiOk AND Area Ok THEN tap WL Zero
IF Ci too low AND Area too high THEN tap WL Zero
IF Ci too low AND Area Ok THEN tap WL Positive

Table 6: Rule-base of the inverter topology.

IF Ipeak too high AND A too high AND Ro too high THEN tap W/ L negative
IF Ipeak too high AND AOk AND Ro too high THEN tap W/L zero
IF Ipeak too high AND A too low AND Ro too high THEN tap W/ L positive
IF Ipeak too high AND A too high AND RoOk THEN tap W/ L very negative
IF Ipeak too high AND AOk AND RoOk THEN tap W/ L negative
IF Ipeak too high AND A too low AND RoOk THEN tap W/L zero
IF Ipeak too high AND A too high AND Ro too lor THEN tap W / L very negative
IF Ipeak too high AND AOk AND Ro too low THEN tap W / L very negative
IF Ipeak too high AND A too low AND Ro too lor THEN tap W/ L negative
IF Ipeak Ok AND A too high AND Ro too high THEN tap W/L zero
IF Ipeak Ok AND AOk AND Ro too high THEN tap W / L positive
IF Ipeak Ok AND A too low AND Ro too high THEN tap W/ L very positive
IF Ipeak Ok AND A too high AND RoOk THEN tap W/ L negative
IF Ipeak Ok AND AOk AND RoOk THEN tap W/L zero
IF Ipeak Ok AND A too low AND RoOk THEN tap W/ L positive
IF Ipeak Ok AND A too high AND Ro too low THEN tap W / L very negative
IF Ipeak Ok AND AOk AND Ro too low THEN tap W/ L negative
IF Ipeak Ok AND A too low AND Ro too low THEN tap W/L zero

Table 7: Rule-base of the inverter topology (continued).

The regions of the sensors are defined in table 8. In the outer design loop the sensor A
e.g. is fuzzified by finding the degree of membership of Aau in the TooHigh region, of Aal in
the TooLow region and of both in the Ok region. The latter tWo degrees of membership are
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Figure 43: The shape if the regions of inverter sensor A.

combined to one by applying the fuzzy AND function (Le. minO). The shape of the regions for
the specification A is shown in figure 43. The Ok regions don't have the usual triangular shape,
but can be constructed out of two triangles.

Sensor I Region I Low Middle High

Vm,,,o. TooLow -00 Vmil (3Vm,il + Vm,io.)/4
Ok Vm,il (3Vm,il + Vm,io.)/4 to (Vm,il + 3Vm,io.)/4 Vm,io.

TooHigh (Vm,il + 3Vm,io.)/4 1.5· Vm,io. 00

Vm,"l TooLow -00 0.5· Vm,il (3Vm,il + Vm,io.)/4
Ok Vm,iI (3Vm,il +Vm,io.)/4 to (Vm,il +3Vm,io.)/4 Vm,io.

TooHigh (Vm,il + 3Vm,io.)/4 Vm,io. 00

A TooLow -00 0.5 ·Ail (3Ail + Aio.)/4
Ok Ail (3Ail +Aiu)/4 to (Ail + 3Aio.)/4 Ai..

TooHigh (Ail + 3Ai..)/4 2Ai.. 00

Ci TooLow -00 0.5· Ciil (3Ciil + Cii..)/4
Ok Ciil (3Ciil + Cii.. )/4 to (Ciil + 3Cii.. )/4 Cii..

TooHigh (Ciil + 3Cii.. )/4 2Cii.. 00

Ro TooLow -00 0.5· ROil (3Roil + ROi.. )/4
Ok ROil (3Roil + ROi.. )/4 to (ROil + 3Roi.. )/4 ROio.

TooHigh (ROil + 3Roi.. )/4 2Roio. 00

Co Ok -00 3COio./4 COio.
TooHigh 3COi.. /4 2COi.. 00

Cia Ok -00 3Cioio./4 CiOio.
TooHigh 3Cioio./4 2Cioio. 00

Area Ok -00 3Areai../4 Areai..
TooHigh Areai.. /2 Areai.. 00

Ipeak Ok -00 3Ipeaki.. /4 lpeaki..
TooHigh 3Ipeaki.. /4 2lpeaki.. 00

Table 8: Sensor regions of the inverter topology.

Defuzzifying in the inner loop is done by making the ratio PMOS/NMOS 25% higher if the
action 'ratio a lot smaller' is 1. If the action 'ratio a lot higher' is 1, the ratio NMOS/PMOS is
made 25% higher. The two other actions do the same but they use a percentage of 10%. Four
new ratios result from this and they are averaged with equal weights to get the real new ratio.

The new ratio NMOS/PMOS has to be converted into new values ofthe transistor sizes WN,
Wp, LN and Lp. It's best not to change the L values, they are only changed because of Gin
in the outer design loop. If the new ratio is higher than the old ratio, then Wp is changed and
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WN remains the same. If the new ratio is smaller, then it's done the other way around.
Defuzzifying in the outer loop is done by finding the center of gravity of the fuzzy output

set. Opening the taps can make the corresponding values maximally twice as high, or halve
them if the tap is negative. Because the taps are applied to the NMOS and PMOS sizes equally, 
the ratio between them, set by the inner design loop is preserved. The tap W / L doesn't conflict
with the other two, but the taps W and ltVL do. Of the latter two their influence on the width
of the transistors is averaged.

9.3 The latch

The design strategy of the latch is a very good example of how a non-fuzzy design algorithm and
the fuzzy concept can work together. Specifications like the peak current, power consumption,
area and input capacitance are controlled by the fuzzy logic. This will not be described here
because the idea is the same as in the previous subblocks.

Within the process to be controlled the ~tart specification is already taken care of. The area
is also made smaller within the process block if it's above its maximum. The fuzzy loop only
deals with the area being 'critical'.

The latch has during the auto-zero period the voltage Vatart at the gates of the lower NMOS
(called T1) and PMOS (called T4) of each nand. This start voltage should not cause a transition.
Though it's not the lowest possible input voltage, it is postulated here that Vstart should not
be lower than that voltage that causes the nand with the low output to have an output voltage
equal to the threshold voltage of the other NMOS (called T2). If the output of the reset nand
doesn't exceed this threshold, the NMOS T2 of the set nand remains closed, and the output of
that nand will be fixed at Vdd.

To calculate which ~tart will result in an output voltage VT,N of a nand, the following
procedure is used. The case in this calculation is set to the case in which the latch is most eager
to switch over. This means among others a slow case NMOS, a fast case PMOS and a high
temperature (both the NMOS and PMOS currents will be lower, so probably the fact that VT,N

is lower has more influence).

• The output voltage is set to VT,N.

• The current through the PMOS T4 is calculated. The PMOS T3 has Vdd on its gate and
remains closed.

• The equation Ids,l - Ids,2 = 0 is solved using an external numerical routine..

• If the resulting Ids,2 is lower than Ids,4, this means that the output function would rise,
new widths of the T1 and T2 transistors are calculated using:

(1 )v'•.,fV_.
WI = W ds,4 (105)l,old' 1

ds,2(1 )I-V,••• fV_.
W2 = w: ds,4 (106)2,old' 1 .

ds,2

• The latter two steps are repeated until Ids,2 is higher than Ids,4'
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9.4 The comparator

The comparator translation procedures of the two topologies for the fine and coarse comparators
use a vast rule-base for the fuzzy-logic design-control loop. Because the principles are already
explained in the subblocks, the rules, regions and defuzzify procedure won't be included in this
report. The topologies are only different in their analysis block because the precharge switches
aren't included in the coarse comparator and the fine comparator extents its auto-zero period
over more than one clock period.

Important features of these translation procedures are the initial guess and the backtracking.
The initial guess has to be very good to save design time, what becomes more important at a
higher hierarchical level. It can be assumed that the level above this comparator (the bank of
slices) doesn't contain any design-control block at all. The analysis block has the task to give
a working design to the design-control block, because it will otherwise be difficult to implement
the design-control. If a subblock returns with 'synthesis failure' this has to be solved within the
analysis block. Also each time a subblock returns, its parasitic capacitances influence the load
capacitances of the other subblocks, so they have to be redesigned. This is called backtracking.

To investigate how the analysis block of such a highly complex topology has to be imple
mented, one has to use a structured approach. For every subblock a table will be made containing
for each specification how it is to be calculated initially and during backtracking. Only the most
important specifications are shown here. The specifications like Vdd and temperature are just
copied from the main block initially and not changed during backtracking. These tables are
shown in the appendix F, table 9 is given here as an example.

't h51 D . f5 bbl ku oc name: eSCrlpllOn: sample SWI c es
5pecname: Type: Initialisation: Change:
InRange Ex just copied not changed
C1 Ex not used: 0 not changed
R1 Ex just copied not changed
C2 Ex 2C. backtracking: Cs + Cpar
R-ON In such that~ > I nFreq variable of design-control
cft! In RC configuration: 0 not changed
cft2 In such that V cft < 10 . sens variable of design-control
sigma-eft1 In RC configuration: 0 not changed
sigma-cft2 In such that V cft < sens variable of design-control
area In easy: 1e-6 variable of design-control

Table 9: Investigation of the initial guess and backtracking needs of subblock S1.

The capacitor values C, and Cf are also variables of the design-control. They do have an
initial value of 60fF.

All this can be put into a 'backtracking-table', see table 10, from which it can be decided
which specifications should be initialised and in what priority the selection of the subblocks must
have. If the subblock of a specification has a lower priority than all subblocks that backtrack
to that specification, the specification doesn't need to be initialised. Selecting a subblock (i.e.
performing the design procedure for that subblock) when not all specifications are set would
automatically result in 'synthesis failure' of the comparator itself, without any information
towards the calling level what caused the problem.

The legend of the table 10 is that 'V' means "yes, there is backtracking in this direction"
and 'N' means "no, there no backtracking in this direction". The value ef2 is the same as Cf,
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from: to: 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 11 L1 Cs Cf Cf2
81 x N Y N N N N N N N N N N N

.-82 . y. ..x. .y N N.N .N N N .N. N N. N N
83 Y N x N N N N N N N N N N N
84 Y N Y x N N N N N N N N N N
85 N N N N x Y Y N N N N N N N
86 N N N N N x Y N Y N N N N N
87 N N N N N Y x N Y N N N N N
88 N N N N N N Y x Y N N N N N
89 N N N N N Y Y N x N N N N N
11 N N N N N Y Y N Y x Y N N N
L1 N N N N N Y N N Y N x N N N
C1 Y N Y N N Y Y N N N N x N N
C2 N N N N N Y Y N Y N N N x Y
C3 N N N N N N N N N N N N N x

Table 10: Backtracking table of the comparator.

but the feedback capacitors are not automatically duplicated like all other subblocks (except
the latch). This means that Cf2 always 'backtracks' after cr.

From the table subblocks with mutual backtracking can be found. One of these blocks
have to be initialised. Blocks that have to be initialised anyway because they don't have any
backtracking are:
82, 84, 85, 88, 11, Cs, Cf.
Performing the selection ofthese subblocks makes via backtracking the following blocks available
for selection:
L1 and C3.
Performing the selection of these subblocks makes no further blocks available for selection. The
mutual backtracking that prevents this is in:

• 81 and 83: initialisation of 81 solves this.

• 86, 87 and 89: initialisation of 87 and 89 solves this.

This results in the following priority list for the subblock calls:
82, 84, 85, 88,11, C1, C2, L1, C3, 81,83, 87, 89, 86.
Only in the following cases initialisation is needed of a specification that is otherwise calculated
during backtracking:

• in block 81 the specs that backtrack from 83.

• in block 87 the specs that backtrack from 86 and 89.

• in block 89 the specs that backtrack from 86 and 87.
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10 Simulations with process variations and clockfeedthrough

The reason why the simulations are performed on the designed circuits is one of these:

• To see if the circuit performance is still within its limits if the (process) parameters are
within their known limits.

• To see if the standard deviation of the circuit performance is small enough if the (process)
parameters have known standard deviations.

An extra aspect of verification by simulation of the designed circuit is that one wants to test
if the calculated achieved performance is close enough to the performance found by simulatioIl.
In the case of parameter mismatch and of clockfeedthrough though, the simulation results are
not a 100% good reference.

Questions that arise are:

• How does one measure that particular performance during the simulation?

• Which parameters does one choose to vary?

- physical process parameters.

- mosmodel parameters Cox, VT, etc.

- subblock performance.

• Are the parameters available for variation on the level the simulation is defined?

The limits of the physical parameters are known and are used in the so-called slow case/fast
case variations. The mismatch parameters of VT are known, but if the simulation is part of
Midas's automatic verification flow, these parameters are generally not available for variation,
because of the hierarchical setup of the circuit.

It appears that accounting for between-wafers spread is best done using the physical process
parameter sets, while device mismatch is best dealt with by varying the mosmodel parameters
or, in an automatic verification from Midas, by varying the subblock performance.

The environmental parameters, like supply voltage or load capacitance, are varied together
with the physical parameters, but sometimes no decision can be made about the construction
of the worst case or best case sets because the chosen topology is not known. In a hierarchical
setup one has to do a simulation with each of these extremes, or even do several simulations
over the complete range.

As an example the verification of the switch is explained. The performance of the switch is
supposed to be the RON, the qcft and the standard deviation of the clockfeedthrough u(qcjt).
The constructed worse case/best case sets are given in table 11. The sets for the u(qcjt) are the
same as the ones for the qcft.

The performance RON is measured in a DC simulation with a small voltage source connected
parallel to the switch. The qcjt is measured in a transient simulation of the switch-OFF char
acteristic. The voltage that remains on the terminals after the switch is closed, multiplied by
the connected capacitor value, is the qcjt. The variations in VT of the transistors are emulated
by voltage sources in series with the clocklines. In the topologies with dummy switches at each
terminals this means that several transistors are correla.ted and the results are too pessimistic.
Because the circuit is small a Monte-Carlo analysis with 50 trials is done to find u(qcjt).
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I Parameter I low RON high RON low cft high eft

vterm several in range several in range both both
Rl n.a. ·n.a. -low. high.

Ct,C2 n.a. n.a. high low
temperature low high low high

slow/fast fast slow fast slow
clock slope n.a. n.a. low high

Vdd high low low high
clock delay n.a. n.a. oor lowest abs. highest abs. value

Table 11: Worst case/best case sets for the switch verification.

Several tests are done of which the requested specifications are listed in table 12 and the
achieved and simulated performance in the tables 13 to 13. The specification Temp did in all
cases range between -40 and 140°C, while the Vdd range was in all cases the one that is adviced
for the particular process. The requested area was large enough to fit any circuit. The clock
slopes were between 2VIns and 3VIns and the clockdelay could range from -O.lns to +O.1ns.
The specification 'CISpace' was set to zero (Le. not used).

Testnr. process InRange RON qc/t 11(llcJe) Rl Cl C2
low high low high low high low high

switchOl C150DM 1 3 10k 5f 1£ 200 400 0 0 100f 150f
switch02 C150DM 1 3 10k 5f 1£ 1M 1M 100{ l50f 100{ l50f
switch03 C150DM 2 2 10k 5f If 1M 1M 100f l50f 100{ l50f
switch04 C150DM 1 3 2k 100f 100f 1M 1M 100{ 150r 100f 150f
switch05 C150DM 1 3 lOOk 2f 500a 0 0 0 0 50{ 70f
switchll Cl50LP 0 2 10k 5f 1£ 200 400 0 0 100f 150f
switch12 Cl50LP 0 2 10k 5f 1£ 1M 1M 100f l50f 100f l50f
switchl3 C150LP 1 1 10k 5f If 1M 1M 100{ l50f 100{ l50f
switch14 C150LP 0 2 2k 100f 100{ 1M 1M 100{ l50f 100f l50f
switch15 C150LP 0 2 lOOk 2f SOOa 0 0 0 0 50f 70£
switch2l CIOO 0 2 10k 5f If 200 400 0 0 100f 150f
switch22 CIOO 0 2 10k 5f If 1M 1M 100{ lSOf 100f l50f
switch23 C100 1 1 10k Sf If 1M 1M 100{ 150£ 100£ 150f
switch24 CIOO 0 2 2k 100{ 100f 1M 1M 100£ 1S0f 100{ 150£
switch25 CIOO 0 2 lOOk 2f 500a 0 0 0 0 50{ 70{

Table 12: Requested specifications for the switch verification.
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tests of Required MIDAS PSTAR
R_ON min max min max

switchOl l.OOOe+04 5.471e+02 8.270e+03 5.47ge+02 7.846e+03
switch02 1.000e+04 5.76ge+02 8.815e+03 5.778e+02 8.354e+03
switch03 1.000e+04 9.766e+02 7.897e+03 9.791e+02 7.886e+03
switch04 2.000e+03 1.463e+02 1.884e+03 1.465e+02 1.812e+03
switch05 1.000e+05 1.98ge+03 4.263e+04 1.992e+03 4.161e+04
switchll 1.000e+04 3.338e+02 7.463e+03 3.34le+02 7.422e+03
switchl2 l.OOOe+04 3.714e+02 8.850e+03 3.715e+02 8.807e+03
switchl3 l.OOOe+04 7.773e+02 8.055e+03 7.6l0e+02 7.405e+03
switchl4 2.000e+03 9.l37e+Ol 1.98ge+03 9.l53e+Ol 1.983e+03
switch15 l.OOOe+05 1.75le+03 7.27ge+04 1.754e+03 6.742e+04
switch2l l.OOOe+04 8.286e+02 9.l97e+03 8.484e+02 9.07ge+03
switch22 l.OOOe+04 6.045e+02 6.0l5e+03 6.l8le+02 5.951e+03
switch23 l.OOOe+04 1.582e+03 9.304e+03 1.596e+03 9.395e+03
switch24 2.000e+03 1.587e+02 1.74ge+03 1.623e+02 1.663e+03
switch25 l.OOOe+05 4.03ge+03 5.l92e+04 4.l60e+03 5.135e+04

Table 13: Verification of R_ON

tests of Required MIDAS PSTAR
CFTl min max min max

switch01 5.000e-l5 O.OOOe+OO O.ooOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO
switch02 5.000e-15 O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO 5.885e-l6 1.455e-l4
switch03 5.000e-l5 1.429e-l5 3.505e-l5 1.437e-l5 2.278e-15
switch04 l.OOOe-13 2.922e-l4 2.922e-14 l.047e-15 2.867e-l4
switch05 2.000e-15 O.OOOe+OO O.ooOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO
switch11 5.000e-l5 O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO
switchl2 5.000e-15 O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO 3.l5ge-l5 2.l08e-l4
switch13 5.000e-15 2.380e-l5 4.708e-l5 2.152e-l5 3.6400-15
switchl4 l.OOOe-l3 2.968e-l4 2.968e-l4 3.658e-l5 3.430e-14
switchl5 2.000e-15 O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO
switch21 5.000e-15 O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO
switch22 5.000e-l5 1.54le-l5 3.871e-l5 3.290e-l5 6.0l3e-15
switch23 5.000e-15 1.534e-l5 2.l32e-15 1.372e-l5 1.710e-l5
switch24 l.OOOe-13 7.511e-15 3.90le-l4 6.375e-l5 1.923e-14
switch25 2.000e-l5 O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO

Table 14: Verification of CFT1
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tests of Required MIDAS PSTAR
CFT2 min max min max

switchOI 5.000e-15 3.251e-15 ·3.251e-15 4.386e~16 5.6I7e~15

switch02 5.000e-15 O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO 6.939e-16 1.716e-14
switch03 5.000e-15 L429e-15 3.505e-15 l.G44e-15 2.783e-15
switch04 1.000e-13 2.921e-14 2.921e-14 l.2I7e-15 3.313e-14
switch05 2.000e-15 l.141e-15 1.141e-15 l.086e-16 l.508e-15
switch11 5.000e-15 3.585e-15 3.585e-15 2.992e-16 5.861e-15
switch12 5.000e-15 O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO 3.527e-15 2.325e-14
switch13 5.000e-15 2.380e-15 4.708e-15 2.372e-15 4.20Ie-15
switchI4 1.OOOe-13 2.968e-14 2.968e-14 4.011e-15 3.637e-14
switchI5 2.000e-15 1.080e-15 L080e-15 5.604e-16 l.688e-15
switch21 5.000e-15 6.482e-16 3.443e-15 8.290e-16 2.617e-15
switch22 5.000e-15 l.541e-l5 3.871e-15 3.697e-15 6.72le-l5
switch23 5.000e-l5 1.534e-15 2.I32e-15 l.503e-15 l.960e-15
switch24 l.OOOe-13 7.510e-15 3.90Ie-14 6.954e-15 2.067e-l4
switch25 2.000e-l5 2.663e-l6 7.145e-l6 2.395e-16 6.564e-16

Table 15: Verification of CFT2

tests of Required MIDAS PSTAR
SIGMA_CFTl min max min max

switchOI LOOOe-15 O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO
switch02 l.OOOe-15 4.900e-17 5.I2Ie-17 2.566e-17 3.583e-17
switch03 1.000e-I5 2.053e-17 2.062e-17 l.283e-17 l.2I8e-17
switch04 l.OOOe-13 5.I43e-17 5.143e-17 2.222e-17 3.519e-17
switch05 5.000e-16 O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO
switch11 l.OOOe-15 O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO
switch12 l.OOOe-15 6.223e-l7 6.94ge-17 3.02ge-17 4.244e-17
switchI3 l.OOOe-15 2.227e-17 2.300e-17 1.168e-17 l.206e-17
switch14 l.OOOe-13 6.570e-l7 5.056e-16 2.596e-17 3.877e-17
switchI5 5.000e-16 O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO
switch21 l.OOOe-15 O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO
switch22 1.000e-15 l.191e-17 3.076e-17 l.042e-17 2.138e-17
switch23 l.OOOe-15 7.508e-18 8.451e-l8 6.550e-l8 7.331e-l8
switch24 l.OOOe-13 2.837e-l7 4.74ge-17 1.985e-17 2.885e-17
switch25 5.000e-16 O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO O.OOOe+OO

Table 16: Verification of SIGMA_CFT1

From these results one can conclude that the block tran..switch is working correctly and can
be accepted. The RON results tend to be a little pessimistic (about 5%). The eft calculations are
sometimes pessimistic, sometimes optimistic, but one could ask if the PStar simulations are a
trustworthy reference. In the case of cft spread Midas is pessimistic, but the order of magnitude
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tests of Required MIDAS PSTAR
SIGMA_CFT2 min max min max

switchOI l.OOOe-I5 1.117e-17 l.597e-17 l.424e-I8 l.950e-17
switch02 l.OOOe-I5 4.900e-17 5.I21e-17 2.863e-17 4.23ge-17
switch03 1.000e-15 2.053e-17 2.062e-17 l.555e-17 l.485e-17
switch04 l.OOOe-13 5.143e-17 5.143e-17 2.440e-17 4.08ge-17
switch05 5.000e-16 8.012e-18 l.276e-17 l.021e-18 9.81ge-18
switchll l.OOOe-15 1.560e-17 1.560e-17 6.326e-19 3.58ge-17
switch12 1.000e-15 6.223e-17 6.94ge-17 3.247e-17 4.733e-17
switch13 1.000e-15 2.227e-17 2.300e-17 1.313e-17 l.382e-17
switch14 l.OOOe-13 6.570e-17 5.055e-16 2.748e-17 4.237e-17
switch15 5.000e-16 1.127e-17 l.863e-17 l.938e-18 l.llOe-17
switch21 l.OOOe-15 5.625e-18 9.788e-18 l.737e-18 l.760e-17
switch22 l.OOOe-15 1.191e-17 3.076e-17 l.121e-17 2.408e-17
switch23 l.OOOe-15 7.508e-18 8.451e-18 7.443e-18 8.37ge-18
switch24 l.OOOe-13 2.837e-17 4.748e-17 2.09ge-17 3.138e-17
switch25 5.000e-16 4.412e-18 4.784e-18 1.291e-18 8.48ge-18

Table 17: Verification of SIGMA_CFT2

is consistent with PStar.
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11 Tests of-the automatic generators

Tests are performed on the inverter and on the fine comparator. The specifications that were
requested of the inverter, iUld the I?pecifications that were achieved are listed in table 18. The
way the solutions were reached is shown graphically in figure 44 (inner loop) and figure 45 (outer
loop). The specifications used for and ac.hievp.d by the fine comparator are listed in table 20
and the way this solutions was reached is shown in figure 46. The sizes of the transistors in the
inverter and in the subblocks of the fine comparator are listed in the tables 19 and 21.

The tests were performed with the parameters of the process 'C150DM'. This is a O.8}Lm
process.

VDD External 4.5 5.5
TEMP External -40 140

A Design 1e-4 1e-2 1.66e-4 4.79e-4
RO Design 5Dk 1M 10.7k 381k
CO Design 40f 11.9f 14.9f
CI Design 20£ 4Df 22.Of 24.9f

CIO Design lOf 2.68f 3.88!
VM Design 1 2 1.20 1.84

IPEAK Design 2m 27.1 JJ 309 JJ
AREA Design 100 JJm~ 58.0 JJm~ 58.0 JJm~

I Specification I Type I Required (low) IRequired (high) I achieved (low) I achieved (high) I

Table 18: Required and achieved specifications of the inverter test.
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Figure 44: The inner loop of the inverter design during the test.
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Figure 45: The outer loop of the inverter design during the test.

I Block IWN (J.Lm) I LN (J.Lm) IWp (J.Lm) I Lp (J.Lm) I
I inverter I 8.0 I 1.4 I 2.0 I 1.4 I

Table 19: Resulting transistor sizes after inverter test.
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Figure 46: The fine comparator design loop during the test.
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Specification I Type I Required (low) I Required (high) I achieved (low) I achieved (high) I
- VDD External 4,5 V ~.~ Y--
TEMP External -40°C 140 °C

TCT,OCK External lOOns
INRANGE External OV 4.5 Y·
INFREQ External 5MHz

CLSLOPER External 4 V/ns 5 V/ns
CLSLOPEF External 4 V/ns 5 V/ns

CLOAD External 20 fF 30 fF
RSOURCE External 1.2kO 1.4 kO
NROFCL External 2
CLSPACE External 0
CLDELAY External 0 0

VBIT External 35mV
SENS Design 35mV 9.75e-20 2.05e-7

TS Design 30 ns 30 ns 30 ns 30 ns
TAD Design 0 0 0
TCD Design 0 0 0
TFD Design 10 ns 10 ns 10 ns 10 ns
TF Design 50 ns 50 ns 50 ns 50 ns

SIGMA_OFFSET"" Design 4mV 1.03 mY- 3.56 mV
DELTA_OFFSET"" Design 23mV 2.23 mY- 11.4 mV

LINJ>EAK Design 5 rnA 0.264 rnA 1.66 rnA
CIN Design 250 fF 99.1 fF 136 fF

LVDDJ>EAK Design 20mA 3.37 rnA 12.9 rnA
POWER Design 5mW 39.8 ~W 2.19 mW

T..sTABLE Design 5 ns 10 ns 10 ns
AREA Design 1000 ~m~ 500 ~m~

Table 20: Required and achieved specifications of the fine comparator test.

sample switch np_tr..sw 2.0 0.8 2.0 0.8
precharge switch np_tr..sw 2.0 0.8 2.0 0.8
conversion switch npduIILtr..sw 2.8 0.8 2.8 0.8

off switches n_tr..sw 1.2 0.8
auto-zero switch 1 np_tr..sw 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.8
feedback switch np_tr..sw 1.4 0.8 1.4 0.8

auto-zero switch 2 n_tr..sw 1.0 0.8
inverter azJnv 1.4 1.0 1.4 1.0

latch AZlatch WTl =16.4~m, WT2 =3.8~m

sample capacitor 38.9 fF
feedback capacitor 60.0 fF

Table 21: Resulting (transistor) sizes and chosen topologies after fine comparator test.
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12 Conclusions and recommendations

The split-gate model for clockfeedthrough calculations gives satisfactory results and is the suited
way to deal with eft in automatic circuit synthesis. One has to note that the results become
unreliable when the eft is quite high. This happens when the capacitor value connected to the
terminals isn't large compared to the Cox and Col values.

The analysis block - design control block system functions very well. Apparently the design
of a circuit can be seen as a control problem.

The fuzzy design-control system is very fast (typically no more than 15 iterations needed)
and robust. An extra advantage is the fact that if requested specifications can't be reached, a
consistent solution is given with all specifications as close to the requested values as possible.
This makes backtracking on the calling level easier.

It is preferred above numerical algorithms and above conventional PID controllers, because
the embedded knowledge will make the synthesis fast and robust.

The comparator generator has a very good initialisation part. If iteration is still necessary,
the generator appears less robust. But this can be contributed to the fact that the comparator
is a difficult circuit to design anyway.

At the level of the comparator an iterating structure like the fuzzy-logic system appears to
be quite slow. A design request with difficult specifications typically lasts several minutes. It is
adviced to use a first-time-right method on the higher level 'bank of comparators' and 'ADC'.

The comparator generator has not been verified yet. It is strongly adviced to design a com
plete verification procedure, so this knowledge-base can be officially released and design services
can be offered to customers.

Taking into account the different kinds of processing spreads makes the time needed to
implement the knowledge considerably longer. The construction of the worst case/best case sets
(between IC spread) takes up more time and code, as does the derivation of the Taylor series for
the mismatch calculations. This also makes the verification more difficult. If a simpler, more
standardised method is found, that method should be used.

One could think about a system where the definition and the execution of a calculation are
separated and where performing the calculation returns a set of values (e.g. nominal, several
spread values). Knowledge about how one should deal with the spreads, how the results are
obtained and how they are correlated should be contained at a central point in the program.

The fuzzy-logic system makes implementing and adapting of design knowledge very easy,
because the knowledge is entered in wayan expert would formulate it. It is recommended to
standardise the communication between the design expert and the knowledge engineer according
to this format.

It is recommended to follow the following steps when constructing a new design control block.
First formulate the rules in IF THEN statements, with after the THEN a wish for making a
value higher or lower. From these rules it can be read which sensors are needed and which taps.
Only after that one has to decide if the fuzzy-logic or a digital-logic system is to be used, and
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how the shape of the regions is defined. Finally a method has to be found to translate the wishes
for change into new values of the child specifications.

.. - Thedesign-c;ontrol system is not limited for use only with Midas. One could imagine .that.
in the future e.g. circuit simulators like PStar instead of numerical optimisation give the user
the option of using some fuzzy-logic based optimisation. The user would in that case enter
a rule-base and define (graphically) sensor-regions, which the simulator will use to perform a
complete or partial optimisation of the circuit under design, or of a subcircuit.

In the implemented system the analysis block can easily be replaced by a circuit simulator.
The translation procedure has the ability to make a file, in which a few values, the child speci
fications, can be changed. It is also possible to start an external program from Midas, and also
several external routines that read the PStar output file and put the result values in memory.
Access to these results in memory can be obtained via external functions.

At this moment there are investigations on this subject going on and these need to be contin
ued, because this would shorten the time needed to implement the knowledge blocks significantly.

The comparator circuit appears to be very sensitive, but offset spread limits the resolution to
about eight to nine bits. Another topology with less matched switch-pairs is seen as a solution.
Use of this circuit at higher sample frequencies seems possible, because seen along the time-axis
there is enough room to make the conversion stages shorter. Problems could arise with this
generator because the generator wants to make certain RC-times of switches small compared to
the rise and fall times of the clocks. Adapting the analysis block could solve this.

Looking at between-IC spread the currently implemented analysis block is rather pessimistic,
because each time all parameters are set at their extreme value. The chance that such a situation
would really occur is neglectable.
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A Derivation of split-gate clockfeedthrough model

In the figure 47 the channel of a single transistor is shown as a distributed RC network.

C'ox dr.[
source

I I
gate

I I I l
drain

y
)

R'ch dy i(L)
veL)

Figure 47: The channel of a transistor seen as a distributed RC network.

Here the values C~:r and R~h are defined using:

C~r
Cor= L

R~h
Rch= L

It should be noted that Rch varies with the gate voltage.
The Kirchhoff' current laws yield:

di = C' . dy. dVg

or dt

=> iCy) = i(O) + C~:r .y.~

assuming that ~ is high compared to d'itY). The Kirchhoff voltage laws yield:

(107)

(108)

(109)

(110)

dv = R~h' dy· iCy) (111)

=> v(y) = v(O) + R~h' Y . i(O) + ~R~' C~:r • y2 •~ (112)

=> vel) - 11(0) = Rch' i(O) + ~RCh' Cor'~

= Rch' i(L) - ~RCh' Cor'~ (113)

These are the same equations that would exist if the gate was split over the drain and source
terminals. From the Kirchhoff current law at point y = L in the spilt gate model it is found
that (assuming again that ~ <: V£~»)
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v(O) - v(L) + 1 V;
Rch '2Cox d~ + i(L) = 0

() ( ) "() 1 C d~=> v L - v 0 = Rch' ~ L - 2Rch' oX'--;It
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B Description of the used NAG-routines

NAG is a commercially library of mathematical routines, written In the Fortran language, that
can·easily be called from other programs .to s_olv~ theiuItath~matical problems. Routines include
solving equations, differential equations, optimisation, matrix operations, etc.

B.l Routine d02baf

This routine solves a system of first-order differential equations, using the Runge-Kutta Merson
method, when a begin and end point in time can be given. The required parameters are:

• X: startpoint of integration

• XEND: endpoint of integration

• N: number of differential equations

• Y: array of the derivatives

• TOL: tolerance of the solution. Set TOL = lO-p-l if P digits are required

• FCN: the function that calculates the derivatives

• W: workspace array

• IFAIL: exitcode. On entry set to '1' to request silent soft exit in case of an error.

B.2 Routine c05azf
,

This routine finds the zero of a function of one variable, using the ffus and Dekker algorithm
with reverse communication (so it can be called directly from Midas, without a C-interface). An
interval in which one zero will be found has to be provided. The required parameters are:

• X: limit of the interval

• Y: the other limit of the interval

• FX: function value at point X

• TOLX: tolerance of the solution.

• IR: mode of the tolerance: IR=l means that the absolute error should be lower than
TOLX.

• C: workspace array

• IND: indicator for the reverse communication process.

• IFAIL exitcode. On entry set to '1' to request silent soft exit in case of an error.
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B.3 The reverse communication principle

Several NAG-routines use reverse communication and this is the preferred interface with Midas,
because it makes the program code easier to read. This is because the equations that have to
be solved are included in the current calculation block, and not in an externally defined routine,
that is even written in a different programming language.

The normal interface would call the NAG-routine only once, with the problem defined on
entry and the solution provided on exit. The reverse communication interface calls the NAG
routine in each iteration step. On initial entry, the first iteration step, the NAG-routine is given
the solution space as its input. It will respond with a value for the solution variable. On the
Midas level one calculates the function result for this value. This function result is the input
for the NAG-routine, that will be called again. The NAG-routine will know this is a re-entry,
because on the previous exit it has set an indicator.

The NAG-routine will go on providing values for the solution variable until it is satisfied
with the function result. It sets the indicator to signal that this is a final exit and the variable
contains the final solution.

On the Midas level an array of variables have to be declared that will be the workspace for
the NAG-routine. This is because variables declared in the NAG-routine would be lost on each
intermediate exit. The array of variables doesn't contain any useful information for Midas, and
doesn't need to be set on initial entry.
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C Transistor model and the device functions

Some of the calculations done in the automatic circuit generator described in this report, are
performed on the transistor l~y~l, 50 a transistor model has to be chosen. Many models are
described in even more literature, but an easy to use model in by-hand calculations can e.g. be
found in [7J.

In a lot of publications models are used by writing down the appropriate equations, while
we take this one level higher: we claim functions exist that describe the dependence of one
parameter on some other ones, without writing down the equation itself. This makes it possible
to update the model equations without a complete remake of all theories that were based on
that model. Also the process dependent part of the equations are transparent to the user. Model
independency is very useful if new Ie fabrication processes require new transistor models (to
include short channel effects e.g.).

To Midas those functions are available as external functions. The model is defined fully by
figure 48 and black-box descriptions of the device functions.

Cgd
dra-in

Cdb

(\lIdS

gate Cgs "'-~ Csb bulk

source

Cgb

Figure 48: The used transistor model.

The values of the capacitances and the drain-source current are found if the voltages Vgs ,

Vds and ~b are known, as well as other parameters like the ambient temperature and transistor
sizes. The voltage dependent capacitances aren't the ~ but the ~ values.

What a transistor on silicon looks like is shown schematically in figure 49. Also the sources
of the parasitic capacitances are shown. Cdb and Csb are the capacitances of the respective
pn-junctions. The device function cdb describes both.

In cut-off no channel exists underneath the gate and the oxide capacitance Co:: can be
distributed to Cgb; outside the cut-off region there's a conducting channel between the gate and
the bulk so Cgb is zero. This is why no device function for Cgb is present, but Co:: is.

In the linear region the conducting channel has almost equal depth, so iCo:: is contributed
to Cgd and also to Cgs' In saturation the channel depth is not constant any more and one has
found that about ~Co:: can be assigned to C ga and zero to Cgd' Of these capacitances only a
device function cgssat is present to represent the described part of Cgs'
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source gate

T
bulk

drain

Figure 49: A schematic view of a transistor with the sources of the parasitic capacitances.

Overlap capacitances exist which are independent of the voltages. The overlap between the
gate and the drain is equal to the overlap between the gate and the source. The device function
cgd gives those capacitances.

While using the device functions there are still difficulties, because there's no exact way to
determine which region the transistor is in. This is because the threshold voltage can not be
found if V"b is not equal to zero. Also there's a speed problem because the functions calculate
all values each time they're called and only one is returned. If more are needed the same values
are calculated over and over again.
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D Description of the clockfeedthrough calculation routines

D.l Routine calc_cfLCC

This routine calculates the clockfeedthrough of a switch with one transistor, in a configuration
with capacitors connected to both its terminals. The required parameters are described in
sequence in the next list. The function return value is the u of equation 22.

• C1: capacitor value connected to terminal 1 (in Farad).

• C2: capacitor value connected to terminal 2 (in Farad).

• U: slope of the clock (absolute value) (in VIs).

• Col: overlap capacitance between gate and drain or source (in Farad).

• Cor: oxide capacitance (in Farad).

• ~t: driving voltage before switch-OFF (in Volts): VH - vterminal - VT.

• f3: from the channel current equation: Ids ~f3~tVds.

D.2 Routine calc_cfLRC

This routine calculates the clockfeedthrough of a switch with one transistor, in a configuration
with a resistor (or nothing) connected to terminal 1 and a capacitor connected to terminal 2.
The required parameters are described in sequence in the next list. The function return value
is the a of equation 22.

• R1: resistor value connected to terminal 1 (in Q).

• C2: capacitor value connected to terminal 2 (in Farad).

• U: slope of the clock (absolute value) (in VIs).

• Col: overlap capacitance between gate and drain or source (in Farad).

• Cor: oxide capacitance (in Farad).

• ~t: driving voltage before switch-OFF (in Volts): VH - vterminal - VT.

• f3: from the channel current equation: Idll =f3~tVdll •

D.3 Routine calc_cft-np

This routine calculates the clockfeedthrough of a transmission gate. The required parameters
are described in the next list. They are grouped in three arrays: 'ENV' with the environment
parameters, 'NMOS' with the parameters of the NMOS transistor and 'PMOS' with the PMOS
parameters. The function return value is the exitcode of the used NAG routine (d02baf). The
error voltage at the terminals after switch-OFF, measured at t = 00, is returned in the array
'RES'.

• ENV[O}: resistor value connected to terminall (in Q).

• ENV[l}: capacitor value connected to terminal 1 (in Farad).
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• ENV!2}: capacitor value connected to terminal 2 (in Farad).

• NMOS[O}: oxide capacitance of the NMOS (in Farad).

• NMOS[I}: overlap capacitance between gate and drain or source of the NMOS (in Farad)..

• NMOS[2}: slope of the clock at the NMOS gate (absolute value) (in Vis).

• NMOS[3}: f3 of the NMOS, from the channel current equation: Ida = f3~tVda'

• NMOSU}: delay of clock at the NMOS gate (zero or positive, in seconds).

• NMOS[5}: driving voltage of NMOS before switch-OFF (in Volts): VH -ltterminal - VT.

• NMOS[6}: driving voltage of NMOS after switch-OFF (in Volts): VL - vterminal - VT.

• PMOS[O}: oxide capacitance of the PMOS (in Farad).

• PMOS!I}: overlap capacitance between gate and drain or source of the PMOS (in Farad).

• PMOS[2}: slope of the clock at the PMOS gate (absolute value) (in VIs).

• PMOS[3}: f3 of the PMOS, from the channel current equation: Ida = f3Vgt Vd.t.

• PMOS14}: delay of clock at the PMOS gate (zero or positive, in seconds).

• PMOS[5}: driving voltage of PMOS before switch-OFF (in Volts): VL -ltterminal - VT·

• PMOS[6}: driving voltage of PMOS after switch-OFF (in Volts): VH -ltterminal - VT.
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E Description of the comparator specifications

E.l External specifications

• Vdd-(Power Supply): This is the voltage between the-positive power supply terminal Vdd
and the negative power supply terminal Vss.

• TEMP (Temperature): This is the temperature of the circuit. It is assumed that the
temperature is constant through all Ie material.

• Tclock (Clock period): This is the duration of one clock cycle measured in seconds. It is
the time needed for one comparison in the coarse comparators. The fine comparators need
two of these cycles to perform one comparison.

• InRange (Input voltage range): These are the two values between which the input voltage
can change.

• Infreq (Input signal frequency): This is the highest frequency of the input voltage that will
be applied. All specifications will be met up to this frequency.

• ClSlopeR (Slope of rising clocks): This is the range of slopes of the rising clock signals
that can be applied to this block.

• CISlopeF (Slope of falling clocks): This is the range of slopes of the falling clock signals
that can be applied to this block.

• CLoad (Capacitive load): This is the range of values of the capacitors that can be connected
to the comparator outputs.

• Rsource (Resistance of source): This is the range of possible nominal values of the internal
resistance of the voltage source connected to Vref. The value chosen here will greatly
depend upon the use of this block as a fine or coarse comparator.

• NrOfCl (Number of clocks used): This is a flag to choose between the fine and the coarse
comparator. The coarse comparator uses one clockcycle for each comparison (enter 1),
while the fine comparator uses two clockcycles (enter 2).

• Clspace (Extra clock space): To lower the clock feedthrough it can be useful to limit the
swing of the gate voltage applied to the switches. Enter here the difference between a
clock signal level and the corresponding supply rail.

• ClDelay (Delay fall-rise clock): The rising clock will start this value later than the falling
clock

• Vbit (Voltage of 1 bit): This is the difference in the Vref of two adjacent comparators.

E.2 Internal specifications

• sens (Minimal input difference): This requests a certain sensitivity of the comparator.
Any value higher than this will be detected.

• ts (Sample duration): This is the desired duration of the sample phase. The definition
of these timing values is shown graphically in figure 50 for the coarse comparator and in
figure 51 for the fine comparator.
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• tad (Extra Auto-Zero duration): This is the desired duration between the end ofthe sample
phase and the beginning of the amplification phase.

• tcd (Delay between AZ and GNV): This is the desired duration between the opening of the
AZ switches and the closing of the CNV switches.

• tfd (Feedback delay): This is the desired duration between the start of the amplification
phase and the start of the feedback phase.

• tf (Feedback duration): This is the desired duration of the feedback phase.

• sigma_offset (Offset spread): Maximal mismatch between the offset of two neighbouring
comparators. Taken into account are static offsets, resulting from IC-processing and ran
dom electrical contributions like clock-feedthrough.

• delta_offset (Offset difference): Maximal difference between the offset of two neighbouring
comparators, not caused by process spread. This difference is caused by the fact that the
reference voltage is different, so in the Vin=Vref case the sampling makes different errors.
Also the latch could be in different states before the comparison, so this offset also differs.

• Lin_peak (Peak input current): The peak of the current through the input terminal at the
start of the sample phase is bound to this maximum.

• Gin (Input capacitance): The input terminal is a capacitive load to the voltage source.
This source should be able to drive N*au(Cin), where N is the number of comparators
connected to the source (in a ADC these are all comparators).

• L Vdd_peak (Peak supply current): The peak of the current through the Vdd terminal is
bound to this maximum.

• Power (Average power consumption): The average power consumption of this block is
bound to this maximum.

• Lstable (Output valid duration): This is the minimal duration of that part of the OFF
phase during which the output bits are valid. This is the OFF phase minus the reaction
time of the latch. In the current implementation the reaction-time of the latch is assumed
to be neglectable.

• Area (Estimated silicon area): This can bound the total area of the lay-out. When not
important, just use very wide bounds. Remember that the circuit synthesis can only make
a guess of the silicon area.

E.3 Output specifications

• Ac (CNVamplification): Macro model parameter. For a description of the macromode1,
see the next chapter. Transfer of voltage difference from the comparator input to the
inverter input at the moment the CNV switch goes on.

• Aaz (Vaz to Vs transfer): Macro model parameter. When the AZ switches go OFF, all
possible errors at the Vaz node transfer to the Vs node, but they are attenuated a little
by Au..
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Figure 50: The timing of the coarse comparator.
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Figure 51: The timing of the fine comparator.

• Aa (Amplification-phase amplification): Macro model parameter. Transfer of voltage dif
ference from the inverter input at the beginning of the amplification phase to the same
voltage difference at the beginning of the feedback phase.

• Afs (FB ON attenuation): Macro model parameter. Transfer of voltage difference from
the inverter output just before the FB switches go ON to the voltage difference at the
inverter inputs just after the FB switches have switched ON.

• Af (Feedback-phase amplification): Macro model parameter. Transfer of voltage difference
from the inverter input at the beginning of the feedback-phase to the voltage difference at
the inverter outputs at the beginning of the off-phase.

• E_cfLs (standard deviation sampled voltage difference): Macro model parameter. Standard
deviation of sampled voltage difference caused by the nominal clockfeedthrough of the
sample switches onto a mismatched Cs.

• E_scfLs (standard deviation sampled voltage difference): Macro model parameter. Stan
dard deviation of sampled voltage difference caused by spread of the clockfeedthrough of
the sample switches onto a nominal Cs.

• E_scfLc (standard deviation sampled voltage difference): Macro model parameter. Stan
dard deviation of sampled voltage difference caused by spread of the clockfeedthrough of
the CNV switch onto a nominal Cs.

• KcfLaz (standard deviation error in Vaz): Macro model parameter. Standard deviation of
error in Vaz caused by the nominal clockfeedthrough of the AZ switches over the inverters
onto a mismatched Cs.
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• KscfLaz (standard deviation error in Vaz): Macro model parameter. Standard deviation
of error in Vaz caused by spread of the clockfeedthrough of the AZ switches over the
inverters onto a nominal es.

• Kcft-fb (standard deviation error in input voltage of inverter): Macro model parame
ter. Standard deviation of error in inverter input voltage caused by the nominal clock
feedthrough of the FB switches onto a mismatched Cs.

• Kscft-fb (standard deviation error in input voltage of inverter): Macro model parame
ter. Standard deviation of error in inverter input voltage caused by spread of the clock
feedthrough of the FB switches onto a nominal Cs.

• Ks (Sampling error): Macro model parameter. Difference between the error made by two
adjacent comparators during sampling of Yin. This error is caused by the fact that Yin
changes and the sample circuit can't follow this exactly.

• Kaz (Vaz instability): Macro model parameter. Difference between the error made by two
adjacent comparators during sampling of Yin. This error is caused by the fact that the
Vaz voltage varies around it's average value, and this causes an error voltage when the AZ
switches go off.

• K1 (Mismatch latch inputs): Macro model parameter. Difference between the error made
by two adjacent comparators during recovering from dockfeedthrough by all AZ switches
at the inverter outputs during the amplification phase. This error is caused by the fact
that the two nands of the latch form different capacitive loads to the inverters when they
are in set or reset state.

• Cclock (Clockline load): Highest capacitive load of the c1ocklines.
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F Initial guess and backtracking needs in the comparator

'ch51 Des"5 bbl ku oc name: crlptlOn: sampJe SWlt es
5pecname: _ Type:_ Initi~~tiQn: Change:

InRange Ex just copied not changed
Cl Ex not used: 0 not changed
Rl Ex just copied not changed
C2 Ex 2C, backtracking: Cs + Cpar
R_ON In such that~ > I nFreq variable of design-control
eftl In RC configuration: 0 not changed
cft2 In such that V cft < 10 . sens variable of design-control
sigma_eft1 In RC configuration: 0 not changed
sigma_cft2 In such that V cft < sens variable of design-control
area In easy: 1e-6 variable of design-control

Table 22: Investigation of the initial guess and backtracking needs of subblock 81.

5ubblock name: 52 Description: precharp;e switches
Specname: Type: Initialisation: Change:

InRange Ex just copied not changed
Cl Ex not used: 0 not changed
R1 Ex just copied not changed
C2 Ex 2C, not changed
R_ON In such that RoNC2 < ts not changed
eftl In RC configuration: 0 not changed
cft2 In easy: 0.1· C2 not changed
sigma-cftl In RC configuration: 0 not changed
sigma_eft2 In easy: 0.1 . C2 not changed
area In easy: le-6 not changed

Table 23: Investigation of the initial guess and backtracking needs of subblock 82,

't hS3 Di . l'5 bbl ku oc name: escrlp1l0n: converSIon SWI c
Specname: Type: Initialisation: Change:

InRange Ex just copied not changed
Cl Ex (via backtracking) not changed
R1 Ex not used: 1e6 not changed
C2 Ex (via backtracking) backtracking: Cs + Cpar
R...ON In such that RoNC1 <clock risetime variable of design-control
eft! In 0 not changed
eft2 In 0 variable of design-control
sigma-eft1 In such that Vcft < ·sens not changed
sigma-cft2 In such that Vcft < ·sens variable of design-control
area In easy: 1e-6 variable of design-control

Table 24: Investigation of the initial guess and backtracking needs of subblock 83.
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8ubblock name: 84 Description: off switches 1 (before Cs)
5pecname: Type: Initialisation: Change:
InRange Ex easy: 0 not changed
Cl Ex not used: 0 not changed
R1 Ex 0 not changed
C2 Ex 2C, not changed
R-ON In such that RoNC2 <clock risetime not changed
eft1 In RC configuration: 0 not changed
cft2 In easy: 0.1 . C2 not changed
sigma-cftl In RC configuration: 0 not changed
sigma-cft2 In easy: 0.1 . C2 not changed
area In easy: 1e-6 not changed

Table 25: Investigation of the initial guess and backtracking needs of subblock 84.

rs)ubblock name: 55 Description: off switches 2 (between Cs and inverte
Specname: Type: Initialisation: Change:
InRange Ex easy: 0 not changed
Cl Ex not used: 0 not changed
Rl Ex 0 not changed
C2 Ex 2C, not changed
lLON In such that RoNC2 <clock risetime not changed
eft! In RC configuration: 0 not changed
eft2 In easy: 0.1 . C2 not changed
sigma-eft! In RC configuration: 0 not changed
sigma..cft2 In easy: 0.1 . C2 not changed
area In easy: le-6 not changed

S

Table 26: Investigation of the initial guess and backtracking needs of subblock 85.

8ubblock name: 86 Description: az switches 1 (the ones over the inverters)
5pecname: Type: Initialisation: Change:

InRange Ex (via backtracking) backtracking from Vaz
C1 Ex (via backtracking) backtracking from Cs, Cin,inv, etc.
R1 Ex not used: 1e6 not changed
C2 Ex (via backtracking) backtracking from cr, Co,inv, etc.
R-ON In such that !Wr > I nFreq variable of design-control
eft! In such that V cft < 10 . sens variable of design-control
cft2 In (via backtracking) backtracking: easy: 0.1· C2
sigma-eft1 In such that V cft < 10 . sens variable of design-control
sigma-cft2 In (via backtracking) backtracking: easy: 0.1 . C2
area In easy: le-6 variable of design-control

Table 27: Investigation of the initial guess and backtracking needs of subblock 86.
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S=-;u=-b~b,.;-lo"",:,ci-'-k_n:-i-arn_e;.;.:..;;;S~7_...;De;;;..;,,;s;.;;.c;;;.;;ri6-pt,;.;;i.;;.;on;;;.;:.....;;feedback switches
I Specname: l-=Typ=--e-:I Initialisation: I Change:

InRange Ex -lVia backtracking) backtracking from Vaz
C1 Ex C. backtracking from Ca, Cin,inv, etc.
Rl Ex not used: let> not changed
C2 Ex CJ backtracking from Cf, Co,inv, etc.
R..ON In such that RoNC2 <clock risetime backtracking with same constraint
eft! In such that Vcft < 10· sens variable of design-control
cft2 In such that Vcft < 10· sens variable of design-control
sigma_cft1 In such that Vcft < sens variable of design-control
sigma-cft2 In such that Vcft < sens variable of design-control
area In easy: 1e-6 variable of design-control

Table 28: Investigation of the initial guess and backtracking needs of subblock 57.

Subblock name: 58 Description: off switches 3 (at the output)
Specname: Type: Initialisation: Change:

InRange Ex easy: 0 not changed
Cl Ex not used: 0 not changed
Rl Ex 0 not changed
C2 Ex 2C, not changed
R..ON In such that IkJNC2 <clock risetime not changed
eft! In RC configuration: 0 not changed
eft2 In easy: 0.1 . C2 not changed
sigma_cftl In RC configuration: 0 not changed
sigma-cft2 In easy: 0.1 . C2 not changed
area In easy: le-6 not changed

Table 29: Investigation of the initial guess and backtracking needs of subblock 58.

Subblock name: 59 Description: az switches 2 (the ones at the inverter outputs)
Specname: Type: Initialisation: Change:

InRange Ex (via backtracking) backtracking from Vaz
Cl Ex 2·C/ backtracking from Cs, Cin,inv, etc.
Rl Ex not used: 1e6 not changed
C2 Ex CJ backtracking from Cf, Co,inv, etc.
R..ON In such that 7f!- > InFreq variable of design-control
eft! In easy: 0.1 . C1 backtracking: easy: 0.1· C1
cft2 In easy: 0.1 . C2 backtracking: easy: 0.1· C2
sigma_eft! In easy: 0.1· C1 backtracking: easy: 0.1 . Cl
sigma_cft2 In easy: 0.1· C2 backtracking: easy: 0.1· C2
area In easy: le-6 variable of design-control

Table 30: Investigation of the initial guess and backtracking needs of subblock 59.
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t11 D 'fS bbl ku oc name: escrl Ion: mver ers
Specname: Type: Initialisation: Change:
A In easy: le-5 to 0.1 variable of design-control
Ro In easy: le2 to le6 variable of design-control
Co In easy: 0 to IpF variable of design-control
Ci In easy: 0 to IpF variable of design-control
Cio In easy: 0 to IpF variable of design-control
Vm In easy: 0 to Vdd variable of design-control
Ipeak In easy: 0 to 100 rnA variable of design-control
Area In easy: 0 to le-lO variable of design-control

Table 31: Investigation of the initial guess and backtracking needs of subblock ll.

1 t hL1 D . t'S bbl ku oc name: escrlp11On: ac
Specname: Type: Initialisation: Change:
Vstart Ex (via backtracking) backtracking from Vaz
area In easy: 1e-6 variable of design-control
Ipeak In easy: 0 to 100 rnA variable of design-control
Power In easy: 0 to 100 mW variable of design-control
CinS In easy: 0 to lpF variable of design-control
CinR In easy: 0 to lpF variable of design-control
AZperiod Ex from timing initialisation function of design-control variables

Table 32: Investigation of the initial guess and backtracking needs of subblock L1.
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